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ABSTRACT

Mapping the temporal and spatial dynamics of visual percepts elicited by a non-invasive brain
stimulation technique
by
Kelly Webster

Advisor: Tony Ro

While many of us rely on vision to interact with and experience the world, for people with
damage or disease to the eye or visual cortex, experience through this modality is extremely
limited. Brain and retinal stimulation devices show exciting promise for restoring vision, but
little is understood about where and when vision percepts can be induced through stimulation.
Using a non-invasive brain stimulation technique called transcranial magnetic stimulation
(TMS), we characterized the spatial and temporal dynamics of perception induced through brain
stimulation. In the first set of experiments, we explore the importance of higher visual and nonvisual areas vs. early visual areas in generating perception. We demonstrate that stimulation of
even non-visual areas can evoke percepts in some subjects, but that this perception is likely a
consequence of direct or indirect stimulation of early visual regions. In the second set of
experiments, we demonstrate that percepts evoked from stimulation of this non-visual area likely
arise from excitation of the optic nerve, an early visual structure. This reinforces the importance
of early visual areas, not later ones, in generating perception, and suggests that induction of
perception must involve activity in early visual structures. In the last set of experiments, we
investigated the temporal dynamics of percepts induced through non-invasive stimulation. We
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show that the latency and duration of percepts evoked through brain stimulation are highly
variable across individuals. Furthermore, we demonstrate that perception of these percepts is not
instantaneous, but rather requires additional feedback processing for conscious awareness.
Together, our results bridge a fundamental gap in our understanding of the some of the most
fundamental characteristics of perception induced through non-invasive brain stimulation.
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Chapter 1
General Introduction
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Vision is the primary modality by which many of us interact with and understand the world; yet
for an estimated 285 million people worldwide (World Health Organization, 2014), experience
through this modality is extremely limited. For those with acquired or inherited damage to the
eye or optic nerve, visuo-cortical prosthetic devices have been conceptualized based on the idea
of stimulating intact visual cortex, but to date, none of these devices have successfully recovered
even minimal vision (Tehovnik, Slocum, Smirnakis, & Tolias, 2009). This may be because there
is little existing framework for inducing perception through visual cortical stimulation.
Furthermore, research on the relationship between the parameters and characteristics of visual
cortical stimulation and the subjective perceptual experience is lacking. In seeing and retinallyblind individuals, a non-invasive brain stimulation technique called transcranial magnetic
stimulation (TMS) has been used with great success to induce brief visual percepts (i.e.,
phosphenes) by stimulation of visual cortex (e.g., Cowey & Walsh, 2000; Kammer, 1999; Marg
& Rodiak, 1994; Meyer, Diehl, Steinmetz, Britton, & Benecke, 1991; Ray, Meador, Epstein,
Loring, & Day, 1998). Given that TMS is safe for most subjects and doesn’t require surgical
intervention, using this non-invasive technique to better characterize the relationship between
stimulation parameters and induced percepts may be useful in providing a framework for the
development of visual prostheses.
Both the spatial and temporal characteristics of phosphene induction through brain
stimulation are poorly understood or unknown. Intracranial and non-invasive stimulation studies
have suggested that a variety of visual areas from early in the processing stream to much later are
capable of producing percepts following stimulation (Bagattini, Mazzi, & Savazzi, 2015; Fried,
Elkin-Frankston, Rushmore, Hilgetag, & Valero-Cabre, 2011; Marzi, Mancini, & Savazzi, 2009;
B. U. Meyer et al., 1991; Murphey & Maunsell, 2007; Murphey, Maunsell, Beauchamp, &
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Yoshor, 2009; Samaha, Gosseries, & Postle, 2017; Schaeffner & Welchman, 2017). However, it
is unclear whether perception induced from stimulation over higher visual areas requires induced
activity in early visual areas, like V1, or whether these regions are independent generators of
perception. The temporal aspects of induced phosphene perception have received even less
attention. For example, it is unknown whether phosphenes are perceived instantaneously upon
stimulation or whether additional processing is necessary for conscious perception. Furthermore,
it is unclear whether the latency and duration of these percepts might be affected by individual
differences in ongoing neural oscillations, as has been shown for real visual percepts (Cecere,
Rees, & Romei, 2015; Ro, 2019; Samaha & Postle, 2015).
To address these gaps in knowledge, we characterized the spatial and temporal
characteristics of phosphenes induced using TMS. In Chapter 2, we investigated the necessity of
early visual areas in generating perception by testing whether stimulation of even a non-visual
area (the vertex) could evoke phosphenes through direct or in-direct stimulation of early visual
structures. These findings are extended in Chapter 3, in which we demonstrated that phosphenes
evoked by stimulation of the vertex and frontal regions likely cause excitation of early
subcortical visual structures, like the optic nerve. In Chapter 4, we investigated the temporal
dynamics of phosphene perception and showed that conscious phosphene perception, like
perception of real visual stimuli, involves extensive feedback processing, but that the exact
latency of perception is dependent on the frequency of ongoing alpha oscillations and thus is
subject to inter-subject variability. Together, these experiments address important questions on
where and when phosphenes can be induced in the brain and perceived.
Inducing vision through brain stimulation
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Phosphenes induced through deformation of the eyeball, often called deformation phosphenes or
pressure phosphenes, have been reported since the works of the great Greek philosophers and
were instrumental in informing theories of visual perception at the time (Grüsser & Hagner,
1990). Volta (1816) and Purkinje (1819) demonstrated that electrodes placed on the face could
produce similar perception of light, and these percepts were later found to result from stimulation
of the retina itself (Brindley, 1955; Granit & Helme, 1939). In 1896, d’Arsonval first
demonstrated that phosphenes could also be induced through exposure to a time-varying
magnetic field (d’Arsonval, 1896), a phenomenon which was later corroborated (Dunlap, 1911;
Magnusson & Stevens, 1911; Thompson, 1910). Modern technology has refined the induction of
phosphenes and they are frequently evoked non-invasively through transcranial magnetic
stimulation (TMS), transcranial alternating current stimulation (tACS), and transcranial direct
current stimulation (tDCS) to study visual perception (Antal, Kincses, Nitsche, & Paulus, 2003;
Cowey & Walsh, 2000; Kammer, 1999; Kanai, Chaieb, Antal, Walsh, & Paulus, 2008; Kar &
Krekelberg, 2012; Marg & Rodiak, 1994; B. U. Meyer et al., 1991).
Spatial constraints of phosphene induction
Phosphenes can be evoked through stimulation of many structures along the visual pathway,
although exact localization of the site of excitation can sometimes prove difficult. Phosphenes
induced through alternating magnetic fields placed near the temple have been thought to evoke
phosphenes with a retinal locus, given their retinotopic organization and the cessation of percepts
with pressure blinding (Barlow, Kohn, & Walsh, 1947b). Transcranial alternating current
stimulation, with electrodes placed over the occiput and vertex, was presumed to induce
phosphenes through electrical stimulation of the underlying visual cortex (Kanai et al., 2008).
However, similar percepts can be induced at lower intensities when electrodes are placed further
4

from the visual cortex and closer to the eye with no detectable difference in the latency of
perception (Kar & Krekelberg, 2012), and electrodes placed over vertex and visual cortex
regions evoke voltage-related potentials that can be detected around the eye (Schutter &
Hortensius, 2010). Furthermore, modeling studies have demonstrated that some of the current
produced by occipital-vertex tACS likely flows through the highly conductive eyes (Laakso &
Hirata, 2013), suggesting the retina is the likely locus of excitation for percepts induced with this
montage. Phosphenes evoked through transcranial magnetic stimulation are typically produced
by placing the stimulating coil just dorsal to the inion, which is presumed to produce percepts by
targeting early striate and extrastriate regions (i.e., V1, V2, V3) (Cowey & Walsh, 2000;
Kammer, Beck, Erb, & Grodd, 2001), although other targets, such as the optic radiation, have
also been suggested (Kammer, Beck, Erb, et al., 2001; Marg & Rodiak, 1994). Phosphenes can
also be evoked by placing the stimulating coil over the frontal convexity of the skull in some
subjects (B. U. Meyer et al., 1991). However, the neural locus of these percepts is unclear, given
that placing the coil above (B. U. Meyer et al., 1991) or lateral (Webster & Ro, unpublished data)
to the eye does not produce phosphenes. Whether detection of these percepts is masked by nonspecific TMS effects from stimulating these areas or the locus of excitation lies beyond the
retina, perhaps in the optic nerve (B. U. Meyer et al., 1991), is not yet known. While percepts
evoked from non-invasive stimulation of early visual structures such as the optic nerve, lateral
geniculate nucleus, or superior colliculus have not been shown, intracranial stimulation studies
have demonstrated that stimulation of these regions is capable of eliciting phosphenes similar to
those evoked by visual cortical or retinal stimulation (Delbeke, Oozeer, & Veraart, 2003; Marg
& Dierssen, 1965; Nashold, 1970; Panetsos, Sanchez-Jimenez, Cerio, Diaz-Guemes, & Sanchez,
2011; Veraart et al., 1998; Wilson & Nashold, 1973).
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Multiple early structures along the visual processing streams appear to be capable of
eliciting percepts through invasive and non-invasive stimulation. Interestingly, however, recent
studies have claimed that stimulation over regions beyond visual cortex, including the
intraparietal sulcus (IPS) in the parietal lobe, can also produce phosphenes (Bagattini et al.,
2015; Fried et al., 2011; Marzi et al., 2009; Mazzi, Mancini, & Savazzi, 2014; Samaha & Postle,
2015) and that these percepts may be independent of any contributions from early visual cortex.
If these later visual areas are indeed independent generators of perception, this would profoundly
influence our understanding of the importance of early visual areas vs. later ones in supporting
perception. However, the effects of non-invasive stimulation techniques are not focal and may
affect other brain regions through direct stimulation, current shunting, or antidromic stimulation
of connected areas. Given that other stimulation methods, like tACS, have been demonstrated to
produce behavioral effects through activity induced in distal visual regions (Kar & Krekelberg,
2012; Laakso & Hirata, 2013; Schutter & Hortensius, 2010), and that the intraparietal sulcus is
located in close proximity to the visual cortex, it is unclear whether stimulation of higher visual
areas is capable of independently generating perception, or whether all percepts arise from
induced activity in early visual cortex.
In Chapter 2, we present an experiment that aimed to address this question by testing
whether stimulation of even a non-visual area could evoke percepts through direct or indirect
stimulation of early visual areas. We compared phosphene perception from stimulation over
visual cortex and the vertex, a supposedly visually-neutral region of cortex that is commonly
used as a control site in TMS studies of visual perception. If TMS can induce perception through
direct or indirect stimulation of early visual regions distal to the coil, then we might expect to
find a relationship between perception of phosphenes from vertex stimulation and head
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circumference, given that the distance between the vertex and other regions would be smaller in
smaller-headed subjects.
In Chapter 3, we extend these findings to probe whether the likely locus of excitation of
these percepts is an early subcortical visual structure, such as the retina or optic nerve, or visual
cortex. After demonstrating that phosphene perception from vertex stimulation increases as the
coil is moved rostrally towards the eye, we compared phosphene perception from frontal and
visual cortex stimulation. We compared stimulation thresholds across both stimulation sites in
the light and dark to determine whether the frontal stimulation site was close to its locus of
excitation and compared latencies of visual evoked potentials from phosphenes induced by these
sites to lend temporal support to the stimulated region.
Temporal processing of visual information
It is well understood that visual information undergoes extensive processing before reaching
conscious awareness. In the geniculostriate pathway, visual information entering the retina is
processed at length before reaching the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) and later, primary
visual cortex (V1). Studies in awake macaques have demonstrated that the mean response
latency of information arriving in V1 ranges from about 30-70 ms (Celebrini, Thorpe, Trotter, &
Imbert, 1993; Knierim & Van Essen, 1992; Lamme, 1999; Li, Thier, & Wehrhahn, 2001;
Maunsell & Gibson, 1992; Vogels & Orban, 1990). An MEG study in behaving humans have
found that this mean onset latency in V1 may be as early as 56 ms (Foxe & Simpson, 2002).
Upon arrival in V1, an initial feedforward sweep rapidly carries information to higher visual
areas, with signals in the highest visual areas being detected within 100 ms of the stimulus using
single and multi-unit recordings in awake macaques (Nowak & Bullier, 1997; Schmolesky et al.,
1998). This feedforward sweep is following by feedback or recurrent processing from higher
7

visual areas to lower ones. Numerous studies have suggested that this feedback processing is
necessary for conscious visual awareness. For example, studies using visual masking have
demonstrated that a mask stimulus can be used to suppress a preceding target visual stimulus
from awareness. This suppression is thought to result from the interruption of feedback activity
reflecting the target by the feedforward sweep representing the mask (Ro, Breitmeyer, Burton,
Singhal, & Lane, 2003; Tapia & Beck, 2014). Similarly, TMS applied over early visual cortex at
specific latencies post-stimulus can suppress a visual stimulus from awareness, presumably by
interrupting the arrival of feedback information into V1 (Amassian et al., 1989; Corthout, Uttl,
Walsh, Hallett, & Cowey, 1999; Corthout, Uttl, Ziemann, Cowey, & Hallett, 1998; Koenig &
Ro, 2018; Pascual-Leone & Walsh, 2001). These masking and TMS suppression studies suggest
that the first feedback sweep arrives in early visual cortex around 100 ms post-stimulus.
Therefore, after information initially arrives in V1, an additional 20-50 ms of processing may be
necessary before that input is consciously perceived.
While the temporal processing necessary for conscious visual perception of real visual
stimuli is fairly well understood, understanding of the processing involved in phosphene
perception is lacking. Phosphenes may be perceived instantaneously upon stimulation, requiring
no additional feedforward or feedback activity. Alternatively, processing involved in phosphene
perception may mirror that of a real visual stimulus upon arriving in V1 and may therefore
involve additional feedforward and feedback processing before a phosphene is consciously
perceived. In Chapter 4, we address this question by comparing the temporal processing of
phosphenes to that of a matched visual stimulus using a temporal-order judgement task. In this
task, TMS was applied over visual cortex at varying SOAs from 0-180 ms after the onset of a
visual stimulus while subjects judged whether they perceived the phosphene or visual stimulus
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first. Given that phosphenes induced over visual cortex bypass early processing in the retina and
LGN, perception of the phosphene should precede the visual stimulus at early SOAs. Likewise,
at later SOAs that exceed the arrival of feedback information corresponding to the visual
stimulus in V1, perception of the visual stimulus should precede the phosphene. With this task,
the SOA at which the two stimuli are perceived simultaneously can be used to determine the
extent of feedforward and feedback processing necessary for conscious phosphene perception.
Alpha oscillations and perception
Neuronal oscillations have provided considerable insights into the dynamics of information
processing in the brain. Of particular interest in the fields of attention and perception is the 7-13
Hz alpha rhythm, thought to be generated in parietal-occipital regions—particularly the parietooccipital sulcus (Hari & Salmelin, 1997; Manshanden, De Munck, Simon, & Lopes da Silva,
2002; Salenius, Kajola, Thompson, Kosslyn, & Hari, 1995; Thut et al., 2011). While once
thought to reflect cortical idling, given the observation that the oscillations increase in amplitude
when the eyes are closed (Adrian & Matthews, 1934; Berger, 1929), recent studies have
demonstrated that the alpha rhythm plays a critical role in subsequent perception.
One of the best demonstrated effects of the alpha rhythm on perception concerns the
relationship between alpha power, or amplitude, and conscious awareness of stimuli. Numerous
studies have demonstrated that detection of weak visual stimuli is impaired when pre-stimulus
alpha power is high (Ergenoglu et al., 2004; Hanslmayr et al., 2007; Mathewson, Gratton,
Fabiani, Beck, & Ro, 2009; Thut, Nietzel, Brandt, & Pascual-Leone, 2006; Thut et al., 2011).
Similarly, the phase of the alpha oscillation at stimulus onset is predictive of detection: when
weak visual stimuli are presented at the positive peak of the alpha cycle, stimulus detection is
reduced (Busch, Dubois, & VanRullen, 2009; Jaegle & Ro, 2014; Mathewson et al., 2014, 2009,
9

2012). Taken together, these findings suggest that alpha oscillations reflect pulsed-inhibition of
ongoing neural activity, creating alternating states of excitation and inhibition that prioritize
stimulus processing at predictable periods of time (Klimesch, 2012; Mathewson et al., 2011).
Recent studies have demonstrated that alpha oscillations affect perception of phosphenes
induced by TMS much like they do real visual stimuli. For example, alpha power modulates the
probability that TMS over visual cortex will elicit a phosphene, such that reduced alpha power is
associated with an increased probability of phosphene perception (Romei et al., 2008). Likewise,
pre-stimulus alpha phase is predictive of perception of phosphenes following TMS to visual
cortex (Dugué, Marque, & VanRullen, 2011). Together, these results suggest that alpha
oscillations reflect periodic windows of excitability that prioritize stimulus processing and
perception at particular periods, indicating that the processing involved in phosphene perception
may be similar to that involved in the processing of real visual stimuli.
Alpha oscillations and the temporal processing of visual information
One characteristic of the alpha rhythm that is poorly understood and has been understudied is
peak frequency, which reflects the dominant frequency within the alpha band within a particular
observer at a particular point in time. For a long time, peak alpha frequency was thought to be a
relatively stable trait variable, with some individuals exhibiting faster alpha oscillations than
others with high test-retest reliability (Gasser, Bächler, & Steinberg, 1985; Grandy et al., 2013;
Kondacs & Szabó, 1999; Salinsky, Oken, & Morehead, 1991). However, more recent evidence
suggests that peak alpha frequency is variable within an individual as a result of cognitive
(Benwell et al., 2019; Haegens, Cousijn, Wallis, Harrison, & Nobre, 2014), physical (Brötzner,
Klimesch, Doppelmayr, Zauner, & Kerschbaum, 2014; Hülsdünker, Mierau, & Strüder, 2016),
and sensory (Webster & Ro, under revision) changes.
10

Differences in alpha peak frequency appear to reflect differences in the speed and
temporal resolution of visual processing and integration. Cecere, Rees, and Romei (2015)
demonstrated that individual peak alpha frequency is correlated with the temporal window of the
sound-induced double-flash illusion, such that subjects with slower peak alpha frequencies
experienced the illusion over a wider range of SOAs between the two sounds. This effect was
found to be causal, such that entraining alpha faster or slower caused the temporal window to
shrink or expand, respectively. Similarly, Samaha and Postle (2015) showed that individual peak
alpha frequency was related to two-flash fusion thresholds, an index of the temporal resolution of
visual perception; both within and across subjects, faster peak alpha frequencies were associated
with a reduced temporal window in which two flashes were fused into a single percept. These
findings suggest that stimuli occurring within the same alpha cycle may be integrated whereas
stimuli occurring in different alpha cycles may be segregated; thus, peak alpha frequency may
reflect the window of temporal integration. This temporal integration is subject to top-down
control, such that peak alpha frequency is modulated to support temporal integration or temporal
segregation in accordance with task demands (Wutz, Melcher, & Samaha, 2018).
Peak alpha frequency has been shown to be related to other aspects of temporal
processing of visual information, as well. A study by Ro (2019) demonstrated that peak alpha
frequency is tightly correlated with optimal TMS suppression latencies, thought to reflect the
arrival of feedback information into V1, such that subjects with slower peak alpha frequencies
also had longer TMS suppression latencies. Peak alpha frequency was also correlated with the
latency of the P2 ERP component (but not the latency of the early P1 component), with slower
peak frequencies reflecting slower P2 latencies. These findings demonstrate that the speed of
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processing in visual cortex is related to the speed of spontaneous alpha oscillations and further
suggest that alpha oscillations reflect feedback processing in visual cortex.
Given the relationship between peak alpha frequency and the speed of visual processing
in visual cortex, and the findings that various components of the alpha rhythm affect phosphene
perception in the same manner as perception of true visual stimuli, it follows that the temporal
characteristics of phosphene perception may be affected by peak alpha frequency. Therefore, in
addition to measuring the latency of conscious phosphene perception in a temporal-order
judgement task in Chapter 4, we also measured EEG activity to determine whether the peak
alpha frequency measured in pre-stimulus windows predicts the latency of conscious phosphene
perception. We also measured peak TMS suppression for each subject. We correlated peak alpha
frequency with the latency of phosphene perception and the latency of peak TMS suppression. If
phosphene perception does require feedback processing from higher visual areas to earlier ones,
peak alpha frequency should be negatively correlated with both the latency of conscious
phosphene perception and the latency of peak TMS suppression.
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Chapter 2
Retinal and visual cortex distance from transcranial
magnetic stimulation of the vertex affects phosphene
perception
1

1

This chapter has been published in Experimental Brain Research (Webster & Ro, 2017).
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Abstract
Recent studies claim that the perception of flashes of light (i.e., phosphenes) can be induced by
stimulation of higher visual areas, including parietal cortex, suggesting a critical role of these
regions in generating visual percepts. In this study, we show that transcranial magnetic
stimulation (TMS) of even the vertex can induce phosphenes, but that their neural origins are
likely to be a consequence of current spread into visual areas (e.g., retina or visual cortex). After
vertex stimulation, subjects with smaller head circumferences—for whom the distances from the
coil to retina and visual cortex are smaller—report a two-fold increase in perceiving phosphenes.
In contrast, both smaller and larger headed individuals perceived phosphenes equivalently and on
nearly all trials following TMS of early visual cortex. These results demonstrate a critical role of
early visual areas but not higher ones in generating visual perceptions. These findings further
suggest that phosphenes perceived from TMS of the vertex or parietal cortex arise from induced
activity in the retina or nearby early visual cortex and warn against the use of the vertex as a
control site for TMS experiments of visual perception.

14

Introduction
Stimulation studies of the cerebral cortex have provided important insights into the functional
organization of the brain (Penfield & Rasmussen, 1950). In the visual system, transcranial
magnetic stimulation (TMS), a non-invasive brain stimulation technique, has been used with
great success to study the role of different brain areas in visual perception by inducing visual
percepts (i.e., phosphenes) (Kammer, 1999; Marg & Rodiak, 1994; B. U. Meyer et al., 1991) or
interrupting the processing of visual information (Amassian et al., 1989, 1994; Kamitani &
Shimojo, 1999; Kammer, 1999). Curiously, several groups have recently reported the induction
of phosphenes from TMS over regions beyond the visual cortex, including the intraparietal
sulcus (IPS) in parietal cortex (Bagattini et al., 2015; Fried et al., 2011; Marzi et al., 2009; Mazzi
et al., 2014; Samaha et al., 2017). However, the effects of TMS are not focal; it non-invasively
induces currents into the brain through a magnetic flux produced through a relatively large
stimulating coil. Although TMS has been an invaluable tool in the study of the visual system, the
nature of perceived phosphenes after parietal TMS is highly suspect given the spread of current
and spatial proximity of the IPS to the visual cortex. Therefore, phosphenes produced by TMS
over parietal regions may in fact be the result of stimulation of early visual cortex or even the
retina.
Indeed, phosphenes elicited by activation of tissue distal to the stimulation site have been
noted in studies using transcranial alternating current stimulation (tACS). Although phosphenes
have been reported from tACS over visual cortex (Kanai et al., 2008), similar but more intense
phosphenes can be induced with tACS by placing the stimulating electrodes over the frontal and
vertex regions. Furthermore, voltage-related potentials can be detected around the eye with
electrodes positioned over the occipital and vertex regions (Schutter & Hortensius, 2010),
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suggesting that the locus of these visual effects is not visual cortex, but rather the retina. This has
been corroborated by a study demonstrating that tACS phosphene thresholds decrease as the
stimulating electrode is brought farther from visual cortex and closer to the retina (Kar &
Krekelberg, 2012). There is also no difference in phosphene perception latency from stimulation
over visual cortex and stimulation near the eye (Kar & Krekelberg, 2012) and a small percentage
of the current produced by occipital-vertex tACS likely flows through the highly conductive eyes
(Laakso & Hirata, 2013). These results raise the question of whether phosphene perception from
TMS over parietal cortex may also be generated from current spread to or indirect stimulation of
visual areas such as nearby visual cortex or the retina. This is especially a concern when
considering that the qualities of phosphenes induced by stimulation of parietal cortex seem to
reflect features of early visual areas rather than later ones, an idea that was also suggested by
Fried et al. (2011).
To determine whether TMS can generate perceptual effects from direct or indirect
stimulation of regions distal to the stimulation site, we investigated whether stimulation of even a
non-visual area could elicit phosphene perception. In the present study, we measured phosphene
perception from TMS over the vertex in addition to visual cortex as a function of head
circumference. Head circumference was chosen as our independent measure, because it is
correlated with anatomy (e.g., occipital pole to vertex and retina distance) and, therefore, is a
quick and efficient method of assessing whether vertex stimulation affects distal regions. We
hypothesized that if current induced by TMS affects regions beyond those directly beneath the
coil, vertex stimulation may also affect visual cortex as well as the retina and may be the
underlying basis for phosphene perception, especially in subjects with smaller heads.
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Methods
This research conformed to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the
Institutional Review Board of the City University of New York.
Subjects
Thirty-six subjects were recruited for participation. Of these, 17 subjects did not complete the
study, because they could not reliably perceive phosphenes on greater than 75% of at least 20
prescreening trials and an additional subject did not complete the experiment due to discomfort
from the experimental procedures. The remaining 18 subjects (nine females, mean age of 28.11
years, and range of 21–50 years) reported reliable perception of phosphenes produced by
stimulation over the vertex and over visual cortex. All subjects gave written informed consent
and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
TMS Procedure
Single-pulse TMS was administered using a Magstim Rapid stimulator (Whitland, UK)
connected to a figure-of-eight coil with 70 mm circular components. Initial screening for
inclusion in the study involved functionally localizing a visual cortex stimulation site and
determining a TMS intensity that produced phosphenes on >75% of trials using the following
procedures.
For visual cortex stimulation, the coil was initially placed approximately 2 cm above the
inion with the handle of the coil pointed upwards and parallel to the midline to minimize
activation of the neck and shoulder muscles (see Figs. 2.1 and 2.2 for all coil positions and
orientations). The intensity was initially set at 50% of maximum stimulator output. Subjects were
instructed to close their eyes. The position along both the mediolateral and rostrocaudal axes and
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the intensity of the TMS were then adjusted as necessary until the subject reported perception of
a phosphene or until maximum stimulator output was reached without perception of phosphenes.
Several criteria were used to confirm whether subjects perceived true phosphenes. First, a
dependency of the location of the perceived phosphene on stimulation site was established, such
that stimulation of the left hemisphere produced phosphenes in the right visual field and vice
versa (B. U. Meyer et al., 1991). Furthermore, these phosphenes should be present both with
eyes open and closed (Kammer & Beck, 2002) and should shift correspondingly with shifts in
fixation (B. U. Meyer et al., 1991). If these criteria could not be met, subjects were not included
in the study.
If genuine phosphenes were reported, subjects were instructed to open their eyes while
TMS was administered. Optimal stimulation intensity was then determined using an adaptive
staircase-like procedure to find the intensity that produced the brightest phosphene. This
procedure was chosen, because investigations of TMS intensity on phosphene perception have
yielded conflicting results. Several studies have suggested that phosphene perception increases
with increasing intensity until it eventually saturates (Bagattini et al., 2015; Kammer & Beck,
2002; Kammer, Beck, Erb, et al., 2001; Mazzi et al., 2014; Salminen-Vaparanta et al., 2014),
whereas others have suggested that phosphenes may become less visible at higher intensities
(Kastner, Demmer, & Ziemann, 1998). To ensure that phosphenes were maximally visible in all
subjects, intensity was adjusted independently for each subject rather than using a fixed intensity
increase above threshold.
Two separate and distinct TMS pulses, differing in intensity by 3% of maximum
stimulator output, were delivered to subjects in both ascending and descending orders. Subjects
were instructed to indicate which phosphene in each pair appeared brighter. If subjects could not
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reliably indicate which intensity produced a brighter phosphene, the pair was repeated and, if
necessary, the difference in intensity between the two pulses was increased. Once the intensity
that produced the brighter phosphene was determined, this intensity was used as the starting
point in the next pair and was compared to an intensity that differed by 3% of maximum
stimulator output. This process was repeated, increasing and decreasing the step size as
necessary, until an optimal intensity was determined that produced a brighter phosphene than the
intensities above or below it. This optimal intensity was then tested on a series of eight TMS
pulses to ensure that the stimulation intensity was sufficient to produce phosphene perception on
>75% of trials. The mean intensity required to produce phosphenes on >75% of trials was 69%
of maximum output (range 59–86%). This intensity was used for the remaining duration of the
experiment.
For vertex stimulation, the center of the coil was positioned over Cz as measured by the
international 10–20 system and oriented parallel to the axial plane with the handle pointed
backwards. TMS intensity was set at the optimal intensity for producing phosphenes over visual
cortex, as is common when the vertex is used as a control site.
Two of these 18 subjects underwent TMS to a total of four stimulation sites. The visual
cortex and vertex conditions were localized in the same manner as the other subjects. However,
for each of these two subjects, the distance between the visual cortex and vertex stimulation sites
was measured, and then, the midpoint between these two locations was denoted as the occipitalvertex midpoint. A second stimulation site was placed an equal distance rostral to the vertex
stimulation site and was denoted as the frontal site. Stimulation intensity for all four sites was set
at the same intensity that produced phosphenes on greater than 75% of the visual cortex
stimulation trials.
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Electrooculogram (EOG) recordings
Blinks and eye movements were recorded to rule out the possibility that vertex stimulation was
causing ocular artifacts that could be misinterpreted as phosphenes. A TMS-compatible EEG
system (Brain Products GmbH, Munich, Germany) was used to record EOG signals (BrainVision
Recorder) at a 1000 Hz sampling rate during the experiment. EOG data were minimally
processed in MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA) using EEGLAB (Delorme & Makeig, 2004).
Electrode AFz served as the ground and FCz served as the online reference electrode.
Impedances were maintained below 10 kΩ. Subjects were instructed to minimize blinks and eye
movements during each trial.
Stimuli and experimental procedure
Subjects were seated 57 cm from a CRT monitor running at a 100 Hz refresh rate. On each trial,
a disk subtending 1° of visual angle in diameter was presented within 0–180 ms of the TMS.
This disk was matched in brightness to the perceived brightness of the phosphene prior to the
start of the experiment. The mean luminance of the disk was 8.21 cd/m2 (range 0.01–39.98
cd/m2). To further ensure that phosphenes were perceived as distinct events, subjects reported on
each trial whether the phosphene or visual stimulus was perceived first or indicated that no
phosphene was perceived. The range of SOAs between the onset of the visual stimulus and the
TMS was chosen to ensure that subjects perceived the phosphene first on approximately 50% of
visual cortex trials. The visual stimuli were presented against a black background. All stimuli,
TMS triggers, and response collection were controlled using custom software written in Visual
C++ with Microsoft DirectX libraries.
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TMS was delivered over the course of 200 trials for each stimulation site. The order of
the stimulation sites was counterbalanced between subjects. On each trial, subjects indicated the
presence or absence of a phosphene using the mouse and keyboard.

Results
Temporal-order judgements
For each subject and stimulation site, we calculated the percentage of trials in which the
phosphene appeared first out of the total number of trials in which a phosphene was perceived.
Across all subjects, the phosphene was perceived first on 50.89% (SD 16.79%) of visual cortex
trials in which a phosphene was perceived. This did not differ significantly from the expected
value of 50% given the range of SOAs used (t(17) = 0.22, p = 0.82, d = 0.05). The phosphene
was perceived first on 44.17% (SD 21.71%) of vertex trials in which a phosphene was perceived.
This did not differ significantly from 50% (t(17) = 1.14, p = 0.27, d = 0.27). Importantly, the
difference in phosphene first reports for the visual cortex and vertex TMS conditions was not
significantly different (t(17) = 1.69, p = 0.11). These results indicate that subjects perceived
phosphenes as discrete events, were able to make temporal-order judgements about them, and
perceived phosphene onsets similarly between the vertex and visual cortex stimulation
conditions.
Phosphene descriptions
Qualitative descriptions of the phosphenes originating from visual cortex stimulation and vertex
stimulation were collected. Phosphenes arising from stimulation over visual cortex were
described as stationary and appearing contralateral to the stimulation site or close to the midline
of the visual field. The shape of these percepts was described as either amorphous, “splotches”,
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“dots”, or a line. Descriptions of phosphenes arising from stimulation over the vertex were
generally similar. One subject noted that the vertex phosphene shifted in location, two noted that
it changed shape, one noted that it changed in both shape and location, three noted changes in
brightness, and four noted changes in brightness and location.
Phosphene reports and head circumference
The mean head circumference of our sample was 57.68 cm (SD 2.57, 54–63 cm). Vertex
stimulation produced phosphenes on 64.36% of trials across subjects. There was a significant
negative correlation between head circumference and the percentage of perceived phosphenes
after vertex stimulation, r(16) = −0.50, p = 0.03. The data were then split by mean head
circumference, giving us a smaller head circumference group (N = 11) and a larger head
circumference group (N = 7). The mean percentage of phosphenes perceived by the smaller head
circumference group (M = 78.69%) was significantly greater than the mean percentage of
phosphenes perceived by the larger head circumference group (M = 41.84%), t(16) = 2.87, p =
0.01 (see Fig. 2.1a). This effect size was large, d = 1.39 (J. Cohen, 1988).
By contrast, visual cortex stimulation produced phosphenes on 91.97% of trials across
subjects. There was no significant correlation between head circumference and the percentage of
visual cortex phosphenes perceived, r(16) = −0.04, p = 0.87. Furthermore, splitting the data by
mean head circumference did not reveal any differences between the mean percentage of visual
cortex phosphenes perceived by the smaller head circumference group (M = 92.32%) and the
larger head circumference group (M = 91.43%), t(16) = 0.20, p = 0.84, d = 0.10 (see Fig. 2.1b).
The differences in phosphene perception from vertex stimulation could not be explained
by differences in TMS intensity between the two groups. There was no significant correlation
between TMS intensity and head circumference, r(16) = 0.37, p = 0.14. Furthermore, there was
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no significant correlation between TMS intensity and perception of phosphenes from vertex
stimulation, r(16) = −0.17, p = 0.51. Similarly, there was no significant correlation between TMS
intensity and perception of phosphenes from visual cortex stimulation, r(16) = 0.14, p = 0.58.
Retinal and occipital cortex distance from TMS
Two subjects underwent TMS to two additional stimulation sites: the occipital-vertex midpoint
and a frontal site. One of these subjects had a smaller head circumference of 57.25 cm. The other
subject had a larger head circumference of 59.5 cm. The smaller headed subject’s optimal
phosphene intensity was 83% of maximal stimulator output, while the larger headed subject’s
optimal phosphene intensity was 59% of optimal stimulator output. The percentage of
phosphenes perceived by stimulation site is shown in Fig. 2.2. Both subjects perceived
phosphenes on the majority of visual cortex stimulations (smaller headed subject 86.00% and
larger headed subject 85.00%). Furthermore, both subjects demonstrated the aforementioned
correlation between head circumference and perception of vertex phosphenes, with the smaller
headed subject perceiving phosphenes on 81.50% of vertex stimulations and the larger headed
subject perceiving phosphenes on only 51.00% of vertex stimulations. The least effective
stimulation site for producing phosphenes in both subjects was the occipital-vertex midpoint. For
the smaller headed subject, this site still produced phosphenes on the majority (79.00%) of
stimulations, but for the larger headed subject, this site produced phosphenes on only 48.00% of
stimulations. The frontal cortex site produced a secondary peak in phosphene perception. This
site produced phosphenes on 94.00% of stimulations for the smaller headed subject and on
70.00% of stimulations for the larger headed subject, suggesting that the origin of these frontal
(and some vertex) phosphenes may have been retinal.
Blinks and eye movements
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EOG activity was recorded to rule out the possibility that vertex TMS caused blinks or eye
movements that could be interpreted as phosphenes. For each subject and stimulation site, EEG
data were epoched around the onset of the TMS pulse from 0 to 300 ms and were visually
inspected for ocular artifacts. This epoch window should be more than sufficient to capture any
eye movements induced by the TMS (Corthout, Hallett, & Cowey, 2011; Ghezzi, Callea,
Zaffaroni, & Zibetti, 1992). The proportion of trials in which an ocular artifact occurred within
300 ms of the onset of the TMS was noted for each subject and stimulation site. Across all
subjects and stimulation sites, blinks and eye movements occurred on average on 1.52% of trials
(SD 1.23%). The proportion of blinks and eye movements were then submitted to a pairedsamples t test. There was no significant difference in the rate of blinks and eye movements
occurring within 300 ms of the TMS pulse during visual cortex stimulation (M = 1.70%, SD
1.33%) compared to vertex stimulation (M = 1.34%, SD 1.14%), t(17) = 0.96, p = 0.35, d = 0.28.
Furthermore, there were no significant differences in the rate of blinks and eye movements
occurring within 300 ms of the vertex TMS pulse in subjects with smaller heads (M = 1.50%, SD
1.24%) compared to subjects with larger heads (M = 1.09%, SD 1.00%), t(16) = 0.75, p = 0.47, d
= 0.34. There were also no significant differences in the rate of blinks and eye movements
occurring within 300 ms of the visual cortex TMS pulse in subjects with smaller heads (M =
1.51%, SD 0.95%) compared to subjects with larger heads (M = 2.00%, SD 1.83%), t(16) =
−0.75, p = 0.46, d = −0.35.

Discussion
We show that perception of phosphenes from vertex stimulation is related to head circumference:
there is a significant negative correlation between head circumference and phosphene perception
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following vertex TMS. Individuals with smaller heads, for whom the distances from the coil to
retina and visual cortex are smaller, perceived more phosphenes after vertex stimulation than
individuals with larger heads. Importantly, we did not find the same relationship when we
stimulated visual cortex directly. Furthermore, this relationship between head circumference and
perception of phosphenes from vertex stimulation cannot be explained by differences in TMS
intensity. Our results suggest that phosphenes perceived from vertex stimulation are likely the
result of current spread or indirect stimulation of visual areas.
Qualitative descriptions of the phosphenes suggest that subjects perceived phosphenes
from vertex TMS in a similar manner to phosphenes perceived from visual cortex TMS. In both
conditions, they were able to describe the general shape, location, and brightness of the percepts.
Frequently, these percepts were described as being similar across stimulation sites, but changes
in appearance followed what one would expect from changing stimulation sites2 (e.g., changes in
brightness and location). This supports the idea that vertex TMS was inducing percepts similar to
visual cortex TMS, rather than false alarms based on blinks, eye movements, or other factors.
Indeed, blinks and eye movements occurring within the first 300 ms following the TMS pulse
were rare across all subjects and stimulation sites—occurring on less than 2% of trials. This
small effect is not sufficient to account for the nearly two-fold increase in phosphene perception
from vertex stimulation in subjects with smaller heads compared to those with larger heads.
Furthermore, there were no differences in the rates of blinks and eye movements produced by
TMS over visual cortex or vertex. There were also no differences in the rates of blinks and eye
movements produced in subjects with smaller heads compared to those with larger heads under
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These changes could occur as a result of moving to a different stimulation site within visual cortex or to another
visual structure; therefore, the subjective changes in appearance do not provide evidence for the specific locus of
excitation.
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either stimulation condition. Therefore, it is unlikely that vertex TMS produced false alarms in
phosphene perception by inducing blinking or eye movements.
Origins of phosphenes from vertex TMS
While useful in informing us about the general nature of phosphene perception from vertex
TMS, qualitative descriptions alone cannot be used to infer the origin of these percepts. For
example, shifts in perceived phosphene location (to the lower visual field) occurring from
stimulation over the vertex could be produced by current spread to either visual cortex or the
retina, given the retinotopic organization of both structures. In addition, changes in brightness
(dimmer phosphenes) would also be expected from distal stimulation, regardless of the origin.
Although these qualitative descriptions are highly suggestive, other methods and converging
data, such as visual cortical and retinal neuron recordings, are necessary to more precisely
determine the origin and mechanism of phosphene perception from vertex stimulation. This is
especially the case given that there may be several underlying mechanisms by which vertex TMS
can produce phosphene perception.
In addition to polysynaptic neuronal changes, current spread alone can occur in a number
of ways—for example, shunting across the scalp or through the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). CSF
has much greater conductivity than the surrounding brain tissue (Baumann, Wozny, Kelly, &
Meno, 1997; Gabriel, Lau, & Gabriel, 1996), causing current to preferentially travel along this
path of reduced resistance. This asymmetry in conductivity causes peaks in electric field
intensity in grey matter adjacent to regions of lower CSF volume (Bijsterbosch, Barker, Lee, &
Woodruff, 2012). The short distances between the vertex and the occiput, as well as between the
vertex and the eyes, through the CSF in the interhemispheric fissure, thus provide an avenue of
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low resistance to the early visual cortex and retina (Laakso & Hirata, 2013), especially in
subjects with smaller heads. All of these effects should have an early onset and brief duration.
Alternatively, the behavioral effects elicited from vertex TMS may arise from activation
of visual areas through neuronal connectivity between these areas and the stimulated cortex (e.g.,
antidromic stimulation). Ilmoniemi et al. (1997) demonstrated that TMS over motor cortex
causes contralateral activations emerging around 20 ms post-stimulation, which they suggest is
the result of transmission via transcallosal connections. However, it is unlikely that the
phosphenes elicited from vertex stimulation arise from orthodromic or antidromic stimulation of
neuronally connected brain areas, since these connections should have also been equally
activated in subjects with larger heads and do not project directly to visual regions. Further
research will be necessary to determine whether phosphenes from vertex stimulation are the
result of direct stimulation of visual areas from current spread through the scalp or CSF.
Although phosphenes with a retinal origin have not been clearly demonstrated using
modern TMS, B. U. Meyer et al. (1991) found that stimulation over the frontal convexity of the
skull produced weak phosphenes that spanned both visual fields in 60% of subjects. However,
because phosphenes could not be induced by stimulation above the eyeball, Meyer et al.
concluded that the likely locus of frontal phosphenes was the optic nerve.3 In contrast, Walsh et
al. (1946) and Barlow et al. (1947b) found that phosphenes could be evoked when the core of a
magnet was placed within a few centimeters of the temple, with the location of the phosphenes
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We attempted to evoke retinal phosphenes in ourselves by applying TMS lateral to the outer canthus with the
handle oriented posteriorly. Similar to Meyer et al. (1991), phosphenes were not perceived at this stimulation site.
However, the effects of using TMS near the face—including discomfort, eye movements, and blinking—make it
difficult to determine whether TMS near the eye is truly incapable of producing phosphenes with a retinal origin or
whether the associated eye movements and other non-specific effects of TMS near the face make these phosphenes
difficult to detect.
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corresponding to the part of the retina being stimulated. A retinal origin was supported by the
finding that pressure ischemia of the eye rendered the eye insensitive to magnetic stimulation.
In addition, it has been shown that the eye is highly conductive (Gabriel et al., 1996;
Lindenblatt & Silny, 2001) and sensitive to stimulation by induced currents (Marg, 1991).
Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that the threshold for evoking phosphenes from magnetic
stimulation of the retina is five times lower than that required from magnetic stimulation of
visual cortex (Marg, 1991). This suggests that even though the electric field drops off with
distance from the point of stimulation, current density evoked at the retina from vertex
stimulation may be sufficient to produce phosphenes, especially in subjects with smaller heads.
These findings further suggest a retinal or visual cortex origin of phosphenes induced by TMS of
the vertex, and likely also phosphenes from TMS of parietal areas. However, it should be noted
that our speculation of the possible induction sites of these percepts focuses on the retina and
visual cortex, because the literature on a variety of stimulation techniques has provided evidence
that phosphenes can be produced with a locus in these regions. Nevertheless, other potential loci
exist along the visual pathway (including the optic nerve, as suggested by B. U. Meyer et al.,
1991), and these regions may also give rise to phosphene perception.
We employed a temporal-order judgement task to verify that subjects perceived
phosphenes as discrete events about which they could make judgements. Based on the range of
visual stimulus-to-TMS SOAs used, we anticipated that true perception of phosphenes should
result in the phosphene being perceived first on 50% of trials. Our results for both visual cortex
and vertex stimulation are consistent with this prediction and suggest that these phosphene
reports are genuine rather than a misattribution of perception to some other event coinciding with
the TMS, such as blinks and/or eye movements. Although not statistically significant, the vertex
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stimulation condition resulted in a numerically lower proportion of phosphene first reports as
compared to the visual cortex stimulation condition. One potential reason for this may be that
vertex stimulation induces phosphene perception from a mixture of visual cortex and retinal
stimulations. Notably, if vertex stimulation induces phosphene perception from stimulation of
the retina, then we should expect to measure a lower proportion of phosphene first reports
because of the retinal to cortical delay that is not present from visual cortex stimulation. A
current follow-up study in our laboratory is attempting to further isolate these different potential
contributions to phosphene perception by comparing temporal-order judgements to visual cortex
and more direct retinal stimulation.
Relationship to TMS intensity
Although there were no relationships between TMS intensity and head circumference or between
TMS intensity and perception of vertex phosphenes in this study, it has been demonstrated that
higher TMS intensities yield less focal activations. Two studies of TMS over motor cortex
showed that higher intensity TMS generally produces more functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) activity both underneath the coil (Fox et al., 2006) and contralaterally, as
measured by the extent and intensity of activation (Bohning et al., 1999; Nahas et al., 2001). In
addition, Komssi et al. (2004) demonstrated that TMS was able to evoke clear cortical responses
at intensities as low as 60% of motor threshold, and in one subject as low as 40% of motor
threshold. While these intensities were insufficient to produce a behavioral response (i.e., a
muscle twitch) through visual inspection, the clear pattern of cortical activation suggests that
remote brain regions could be stimulated even with this “subthreshold” stimulation.
One might have expected a correlation between TMS intensity and vertex phosphene
perception given that higher intensity TMS is less focal and might, therefore, more readily affect
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visual areas than lower intensity TMS. However, overall excitability of visual structures,
including the retina, does not directly correlate with stimulation intensity, which is apparent from
the large range of optimal stimulation intensities for producing phosphenes across subjects.
Although this may be a consequence of differences in cortex to stimulation coil distances
between subjects for cortically induced phosphenes, differences in the size of the eye, optic nerve
orientation, and other factors may introduce variability in the stimulation intensities required for
retinal phosphenes. Future studies that assess the geometry of the eyes and other low-level
factors may help to elucidate some of these susceptibility differences between individuals.
Parietal phosphenes
Phosphene perception was assessed from two additional stimulation sites in two subjects.
Stimulation over the visual cortex was effective in producing phosphenes in both subjects, and
the smaller headed subject perceived phosphenes more frequently from vertex stimulation than
the larger headed subject. Interestingly, the occipital-vertex midpoint stimulation site, which was
over the parietal cortex, was the least effective site in producing phosphenes, but, nonetheless,
produced a substantial proportion of phosphene perceptions in both subjects. The frontal site
produced a secondary peak in phosphene perception, suggesting that vertex and frontal TMS
may more easily elicit phosphenes with a retinal origin than a visual cortex origin.
Unlike previous parietal phosphene studies, we did not stimulate directly over lateral
posterior parietal cortex. It is, therefore, possible that the IPS is a secondary and independent
generator of phosphenes. However, given that percepts were elicited from stimulation of even
non-visual areas, namely, the vertex, and phosphene perception was lowest at the midpoint
between visual cortex and the vertex, it is likely that previous reports of phosphene perception
from stimulation of the IPS are a result of stimulation of nearby visual areas.
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Much of the perceptual influence of higher visual areas arises from feedback to early
visual cortex (e.g., Pascual- Leone and Walsh, (2001); Ro et al., (2003)), and studies have shown
that stimulation of posterior parietal cortex induces activity in visual cortex (Parks et al., 2015).
Research beyond these parietal phosphene studies does suggest that the IPS plays an important
role in visual perception, but this role seems to be largely related to the spatial deployment of
attention (e.g., Silver and Kastner, (2009)) and control of saccades (Shibutani, Sakata, &
Hyvärinen, 1984). In fact, there are no other examples in the literature besides these parietal
TMS phosphene studies (to our knowledge) of IPS generating perception. Therefore, while IPS
may indeed have been directly stimulated in these previous parietal phosphene studies, it is
unclear whether there is sufficient evidence to support the claim that these percepts are actually
generated in the IPS. At the very least, the results reported here call for reconsideration of the
possible contributions of early visual areas to the percepts elicited by stimulation over the IPS.
The implications of these results may extend to a larger question of whether higher visual
areas are sufficient for generating visual perception. Intracranial stimulation studies in nonhuman primates (Murphey & Maunsell, 2007) and humans (Murphey et al., 2009) have shown
that stimulation of higher visual regions alone can elicit visual percepts. From these results, the
authors suggest that cortical areas beyond early visual cortex may be sufficient for visual
perception. However, given that the frequency of elicited percepts decreases as stimulation
moves from early to later visual areas and that the complexity of percepts is unaffected by
stimulated region, it is possible that these percepts, too, arise from activity in early visual cortex.
Our results suggest that the role of early visual areas in generating visual percepts from
stimulation of higher visual areas, such as through orthodromic/antidromic stimulation or from
current spread, should not be ruled out.
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Implications for using the vertex as a control site
Interestingly, another recent study that mapped the regions of visual cortex capable of producing
phosphene perception from TMS indirectly showed that phosphene perception can be elicited
from vertex TMS (Schaeffner & Welchman, 2017). In that study, a number of control
stimulations (48–178, depending on the performance of the subject) were delivered over the
vertex. Eight subjects perceived phosphenes on more than one vertex stimulation trial and were
consequently excluded from their study. Given that subjects who perceived phosphenes from
vertex stimulation were excluded from their study, it is unclear how frequently these subjects
would have perceived phosphenes from vertex stimulation and whether this perception was
related to head circumference. Furthermore, Schaeffner and Welchman’s use of fixed intensity of
80% of maximum stimulator output along with fewer trials and a different coil orientation from
our study may have resulted in an underestimation of the rate of phosphene perceptions from
vertex TMS. Nevertheless, their results corroborate the findings presented here and demonstrate
that vertex stimulation can produce perceptual effects in some subjects.
Given that many TMS studies use the vertex as a control TMS site, our demonstration of
reliable phosphene perception from vertex TMS has implications for the selection of appropriate
control sites for TMS studies. Structural MRI data would likely provide more details about the
anatomical differences associated with phosphene perception from vertex stimulation. However,
this information may not be any more informative than the results demonstrated here, given that
these anatomical differences (e.g., distance between the scalp and the cortex, distance from the
coil to visual cortex, and distance from the coil to the retina) are likely to be highly correlated
with head circumference.
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Recently, neuronavigated TMS and modeling techniques have been used to estimate
induced electric field and current spread from TMS. However, these methods are unable to
definitively determine the mechanism by which activity is induced in distal areas, because they
provide only estimates of current spread that do not reflect with certainty where current is
actually induced. Furthermore, many of these modelling techniques are based on oversimplified
models of the head and brain. This lends their use more toward assessing the general shape of the
electric field or measuring correlations between the extent of current spread and stimulation
parameters, but precludes the determination of the specific location(s) of stimulation. As a result,
data on structure alone are likely insufficient to determine where and how vertex stimulation
induces perception. To elucidate these distal effects more definitively, future studies employing
neural recording methodologies that are not affected by the TMS artifact, such as optical
imaging, may be far more useful. Regardless, the current results suggest that the vertex may not
be a suitable “neutral” control site for many TMS studies.

Conclusions
We demonstrate that perception of phosphenes can be elicited from TMS over the vertex but that
this perception is most likely due to current spread into the visual cortex and/or the retina. Future
work in this area should aim to address the underlying neural mechanism, namely, whether the
origin of these visual percepts is the retina or visual cortex. Nevertheless, the finding that effects
on visual perception can be elicited from TMS over the vertex—a presumed visually-neutral
region of cortex—calls into question the use of the vertex as a control site in studies of visual
perception. Given that TMS over this region likely also stimulates visual areas, especially in
subjects with smaller heads, it is important that future studies of visual perception carefully
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consider the characteristics of their sample before employing this region as a control site.
Furthermore, determining whether the phosphenes reported from vertex stimulation arise from
retinal or visual cortical stimulation, or both, will help to determine whether there might be better
active control sites anterior or posterior to the vertex. Traditional control sites, such as the vertex,
may also be acceptable under certain conditions (e.g., particular coil orientations/ current
directions that do not produce phosphenes). Alternative controls, such as the employment of
various sham conditions, should also be considered (Bolognini & Ro, 2010). Based on the results
reported here, we recommend that control conditions are rigorously tested prior to their
employment to ensure that stimulation does not elicit behavioral effects. More importantly, our
findings also cast doubt on the ability of other higher cortical regions in independently
generating percepts after stimulation and further demonstrate the importance of early visual areas
in visual perception.
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Figure 2.1. Percentage of phosphenes seen for each TMS site as a function of head
circumference. The percentage of phosphenes seen from stimulation over each site was
compared between subjects with smaller head circumferences (shaded regions) and subjects with
larger head circumferences (white regions). Dashed lines represent the mean percentage. A.
Percentage of phosphenes seen from TMS over vertex. B. Percentage of phosphenes seen from
TMS over V1. (N = 18)
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Figure 2.2. Phosphene perception by TMS site for two subjects. Circles represent data from a
subject with a small head circumference; triangles represent data from a subject with a large
head. The solid line represents the mean across the two subjects. Error bars reflect SE of the
mean. (N = 18)
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Chapter 3
Percepts induced from non-invasive stimulation of nonvisual areas reflect induced activity in early visual structures
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Abstract
Recent studies have suggested that regions outside of visual cortex—such as the intraparietal
sulcus—may be capable of independently generating perception after transcranial magnetic
stimulation (TMS). However, the proximity of these regions to early visual structures and the
similarity of the percepts to those evoked over visual cortex call these claims into question. We
previously demonstrated that stimulation of a non-visual area—the vertex—is capable of
producing phosphenes in some subjects, and that the likelihood of perceiving phosphenes
increases as the coil is moved rostrally toward frontal cortex. We investigated the neural locus of
these percepts by comparing phosphene thresholds over both visual cortex and frontal
stimulation sites. We found that frontal phosphene thresholds are consistently lower than visual
cortex thresholds, suggesting that the frontal stimulation site is close to its locus of excitation.
We corroborate this early visual structure origin by demonstrating that P3 latencies from frontal
phosphenes are delayed by approximately 32 ms compared to visual cortex phosphenes. Based
on these latency differences and anatomical asymmetries favoring current shunting towards the
eye, we suggest that our frontal stimulation site targets the optic nerve. Together, our results
demonstrate that frontal TMS, and by extension, vertex TMS, evokes phosphenes by exciting
early visual structures. This calls into question the use of the vertex as a control site for TMS
studies of visual perception but opens opportunities for studying visual processing of early visual
structures non-invasively.
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Introduction
The importance of later visual areas versus earlier ones in generating perception has been the
subject of recent debate. For example, studies using intracranial stimulation (Murphey &
Maunsell, 2007; Murphey et al., 2009; Schalk et al., 2017) and transcranial magnetic stimulation
(TMS) (Schaeffner & Welchman, 2017) have demonstrated that stimulation of higher visual
areas, such as the fusiform face area (FFA) and parahippocampal place area (PPA), is sometimes
capable of eliciting percepts known as phosphenes. However, it is unclear whether these areas
independently generate perception or whether percepts are elicited from direct or indirect
stimulation of earlier visual areas. Stimulation thresholds are higher (Murphey & Maunsell,
2007) and the probability of eliciting a percept is lower (Murphey et al., 2009; Schaeffner &
Welchman, 2017) over higher visual areas, and stimulation of higher visual areas typically elicits
percepts that are not distinguishable from those elicited from stimulation of earlier areas
(Murphey et al., 2009; but see Schalk et al., 2017). These findings suggest that activity in early
visual areas may be necessary for perception.
Recently, several studies have claimed that areas outside of visual cortex are also capable
of generating perception—namely, regions of parietal cortex, such as the intraparietal sulcus
(IPS) (Bagattini et al., 2015; Fried et al., 2011; Marzi et al., 2009; Mazzi et al., 2014; Samaha et
al., 2017). While these percepts are not differentiable from phosphenes evoked from stimulation
over visual cortex based on qualitative descriptions (Fried et al., 2011), some authors have
suggested that the IPS may be capable of generating perception independent of any contributions
from earlier visual areas. However, fast-signal optical imaging studies have demonstrated that
stimulation of posterior parietal cortex induces activity in visual cortex (Parks et al., 2015), and
other TMS studies have demonstrated that much of the perceptual influences of higher visual
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areas results from feedback information relayed to early visual areas (Pascual-Leone & Walsh,
2001). Furthermore, phosphene thresholds are higher from stimulation over IPS than over visual
cortex (Bagattini et al., 2015; Fried et al., 2011; Mazzi et al., 2014; Samaha et al., 2017). These
findings, in conjunction with the fact that the IPS is in close proximity to early visual areas,
suggests that percepts induced from stimulation of IPS may result from direct or indirect
stimulation of earlier visual areas.
In a previous study (Webster & Ro, 2017), we demonstrated that stimulation of even nonvisual areas is capable of producing phosphenes in some subjects, likely through direct or
indirect stimulation of early visual structures. Phosphene perception was measured from
stimulation over the vertex, a supposedly visually neutral region of cortex, and visual cortex. A
nearly two-fold increase in phosphene perception from vertex stimulation was noted in subjects
with smaller heads, for whom the distances between the stimulation site and early visual
structures (i.e., retina and visual cortex) are smaller. An additional experiment in two subjects
demonstrated that phosphene perception increases as the coil is moved rostrally from the vertex
towards the retina, whereas perception decreases as the coil is moved caudally toward visual
cortex and posterior parietal cortex. These findings suggest that vertex phosphenes, and perhaps
phosphenes evoked from stimulation over IPS, may result from activity induced in an early
visual structure, such as the highly conductive retina or optic nerve.
In the present study, we sought to determine the likely neural locus of phosphenes evoked
from stimulation of the vertex, in hopes that these findings may also shed light on the
mechanisms behind phosphene perception from stimulation over higher visual and non-visual
areas generally. Given that in our previous study, phosphene perception increased as the coil was
moved rostrally from the vertex towards the retina, we compared phosphene perception from
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stimulation over a frontal site with stimulation over visual cortex. Phosphene thresholds, or the
stimulation intensity required to produce perception of phosphenes on 50% of trials, can help
elucidate the site of excitation of phosphenes produced from frontal stimulation. If phosphene
thresholds from frontal stimulation are higher than those from visual cortex stimulation, these
findings would suggest that the frontal stimulation site is farther from the locus of excitation and
may suggest that all phosphene perception results from induced activity in early visual cortex.
However, if phosphene thresholds from frontal stimulation are lower than those from visual
cortex stimulation, these findings would suggest that the frontal stimulation site is close to its
locus of excitation, with likely candidate regions being the retina, optic nerve, or some other
subcortical visual structure.
Another way to potentially reveal the neural locus of frontal phosphenes is to employ a
dark adaptation paradigm. A study by Boroojerdi et al. (2000) demonstrated that a reduction in
phosphene thresholds from TMS over visual cortex was detectable following 45 minutes of light
deprivation. Interestingly, an earlier study by Barlow, Kohn, and Walsh (1947a) indicated that
phosphene thresholds from alternating magnetic fields presumed to excite the retina increased
following light deprivation. While it has not previously been demonstrated whether TMS can
produce retinal phosphenes (B. U. Meyer et al., 1991), and if it can, whether it would target the
same retinal structure, these findings suggest that a retinal origin for frontal phosphenes could
also be supported if the pattern of threshold changes between light and dark adaptation differed
between frontal and visual cortex stimulation. Therefore, we measured phosphene thresholds
following both light and dark adaptation from both frontal and visual cortical stimulation to
determine whether changes in thresholds could shed light on the neural locus of frontal
phosphenes.
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Finally, it is well-known that visual information entering the retina undergoes extensive
processing before reaching visual cortex. Phosphenes evoked from stimulation over visual cortex
presumably bypass early processing in the retina, lateral geniculate nucleus, and other subcortical
structures. Therefore, if frontal phosphenes arise from induced activity in a structure pre-visual
cortex, the latency of visual evoked responses from frontal stimulation should be delayed relative
to those evoked from visual cortex stimulation. To corroborate the threshold results, we recorded
electroencephalographic activity following threshold stimulation over the frontal and visual
cortical stimulation sites. Together, these converging methodologies will shed light on the neural
locus of percepts induced from stimulation of visual and non-visual areas, which may speak to
the larger debate on the importance of early versus later visual areas in generating perception.

Methods
This research conformed to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the
Institutional Review Board of the City University of New York.
Subjects
Thirty subjects were recruited for participation. Of these, 16 did not complete the study because
they could not reliably perceive phosphenes over one or both stimulation sites or and 2 did not
complete the study because they did not want to continue with the procedure; this rejection rate
is similar to other studies of phosphene perception (Boroojerdi et al., 2000; Caparelli et al., 2010;
B. U. Meyer et al., 1991; Sparing et al., 2005; Taylor, Walsh, & Eimer, 2010). The remaining 12
subjects (10 females, mean age of 29.33 years, and range of 21-53 years) reported reliable
perception of phosphenes from stimulation over both the visual cortex and frontal stimulation
sites. All subjects gave written informed consent and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
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TMS procedure
Single-pulse TMS was administered using a Cadwell MES-10 polyphasic stimulator connected
to a 9-cm diameter circular coil. Initial screening for inclusion in the study involved functionally
localizing a 1) visual cortex and 2) frontal stimulation site that reliably produced phosphenes
using the following procedures.
The screening for both stimulation sites took places in a darkened room while subjects
wore black non-transparent goggles. For visual cortex stimulation, the coil was initially placed 2
cm above the inion and parallel to the midline with the handle of the coil pointing downwards.
The intensity was initially set at 40% of maximum stimulator output. Subjects were instructed to
keep their eyes open. The position along both the mediolateral and rostrocaudal axes and the
intensity of the TMS were then adjusted as necessary until the subject reported perception of a
phosphene, or until maximum stimulator output or discomfort was reached without the
perception of phosphenes.
Upon reported perception of a phosphene, several criteria were used to determine
whether subjects perceived true phosphenes arising from cortical stimulation. First, it was
established that phosphenes had a retinotopic organization; that is, that stimulation of the left
visual cortex produced phosphenes in the right visual field, and vice versa (B. U. Meyer et al.,
1991). Secondly, phosphene perception was confirmed to be independent of eye state, such that
phosphenes were perceived with eyes both opened and closed. Finally, perceived phosphene
location shifted with corresponding shifts in fixation (i.e., they should be organized
retinotopically, not spatiotopically; B. U. Meyer et al., 1991). If all three criteria could not be
met, subjects were not included in the study.
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The distance between the vertex and visual cortex stimulation site was measured, and the
frontal stimulation site was initially localized half this distance rostral to the vertex, as in our
previous study (Webster & Ro, 2017). The intensity of the TMS and the coil position along both
the mediolateral and rostrocaudal axes were then adjusted as necessary until genuine phosphenes
were reported. Coil positions can be seen in Figure 3.2.
Phosphene threshold estimation procedure
Each participant was tested over two sessions (light adaptation and dark adaptation) carried out
on separate days. The order of the light and dark adaptation sessions was counterbalanced across
subjects. Each session began with a 45 minute adaptation period, during which subjects were
instructed to listen to music to avoid falling asleep. In the dark adaptation session, all lights in
the room were extinguished and subjects wore black non-transparent goggles to block out light.
The luminance of the center of the visual field through the goggles was < .01 cd/m2. In the light
adaptation session, the lights in the room remained on and subjects wore semi-transparent white
goggles that allowed light to pass through but obscured perception of objects in the visual field.
The luminance of the center of the visual field through the goggles was 4.53 cd/m2.
After the adaptation period, TMS phosphene thresholds were estimated over both
stimulation sites. To determine the threshold for phosphene perception, we varied the TMS
output intensity using a Bayesian adaptive psychometric method called QUEST (Watson & Pelli,
1983) set to determine a threshold of 50% phosphenes detected. Each trial began with a
presentation of a 200 Hz tone for 100 ms, alerting subjects to the onset of the trial. After a
randomly determined interval of 1000, 1070, 1120, or 1180 ms, TMS was administered at the
intensity recommended by the QUEST. Subjects were instructed to report whether or not a
phosphene was perceived using the left and right mouse buttons; the response instructions were
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counterbalanced across subjects. The QUEST probability distribution function (PDF) was
updated with the response from the previous trial and a new intensity was recommended,
beginning the next trial (see Figure 3.1A). Each QUEST ran until the standard deviation of the
PDF dropped below 1 or until 40 trials had elapsed. Prior to threshold estimation over each
stimulation site, subjects were given a block of practice which ended when the standard
deviation of the PDF dropped below 1. Upon completion of the practice, three interleaved
QUEST procedures were administered. The median threshold recommended by the three
QUESTs was used as the tentative phosphene threshold. This tentative phosphene threshold
intensity was then assessed for accuracy over a series of six TMS pulses. If necessary, the
intensity was adjusted until subjects reported seeing phosphenes on ~50% of the test pulses. This
final threshold intensity was used for the remaining procedures.
Electroencephalogram (EEG) recordings
Electroencephalographic activity was recorded during the phosphene detection task using a 32channel TMS-compatible EEG system (Brain Products GmbH, Munich, Germany) at a 1000 Hz
sampling rate4. Online recording was performed with BrainVision Recorder (Brain Products
GmbH, Munich, Germany). All recordings were referenced online to electrode FCz. Electrode
AFz served as the ground. Vertical electrooculographic activity (VEOG) was recorded from an
electrode placed above the right eye; horizontal electrooculographic activity (HEOG) was
recorded from an electrode placed lateral to the outer canthus of the left eye. Impedances were
maintained below 10 k Ω. All EEG data were processed with custom scripts in R and MATLAB
(Mathworks, Natick, MA) using EEGLAB (Delorme & Makeig, 2004). The TMS artifact was

4

One subject was tested using a cap with a 5000 Hz sampling rate that excluded the HEOG electrode. This data was
downsampled to 1000 Hz for analysis.
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removed5 from the raw data to reduce the impact of the large voltage deflection on the
surrounding data. The artifact-removed data were then band-pass filtered from .1 – 30 Hz and
epoched from -500 to 1000 ms, time-locked to the onset of the TMS trigger. The data were rereferenced to the common average and ocular artifacts were removed using ICA. Following ICA,
any epochs with artifacts that exceeded ± 100 µV were excluded from further analysis.
Phosphene detection task
EEG activity was recorded while subjects completed 60 trials of a phosphene detection task over
each stimulation site. Each stimulation site was tested in the same order as in the threshold
estimation task. The phosphene detection task was comprised of three blocks of twenty trials.
Each trial begin with the presentation of a 200 Hz tone for 100 ms, alerting subjects to the onset
of the trial. After a randomly determined interval of 1000, 1070, 1120, or 1180 ms, TMS was
administered at the threshold intensity for that stimulation site. On each trial, subjects reported
whether or not a phosphene was perceived by using the left and right mouse buttons, as before
(see Figure 3.1B). After responding, there was a variable ITI of 2000, 2070, 2120, or 2180 ms
before the next trial began.

Results
Phosphene descriptions
Qualitative phosphene descriptions were collected from both stimulation sites and adaptation
conditions. Phosphenes over both the visual cortex and frontal stimulation site were generally
described as brief, dim, and amorphous, with the shape often described as “splotches”, dots, or a
line. Phosphene descriptions across the two stimulation sites were generally similar in quality,

5

See Appendix for details on the artifact removal procedure
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but subjects often reported shifts in location, brightness, and/or shape between the visual cortex
and frontal phosphenes. Phosphenes perceived in the light were similar in shape and location to
those perceived in the dark, but were frequently described as a dimming, rather than a
brightening, of the visual field.
Phosphene thresholds
Following dark adaptation, the average phosphene threshold from the visual cortex stimulation
site was 28.33% of maximum stimulator output (SD = 11.17%). The average phosphene
threshold from the frontal stimulation site was 23.17% of maximum stimulator output (SD =
7.40%) following dark adaptation. Following light adaptation, the average phosphene threshold
from the visual cortex stimulation site was 29.83% of maximum stimulator output (SD = 8.43%).
The average phosphene threshold from the frontal stimulation site was 27% of maximum
stimulator output (SD = 8.27%) (see Figure 3.2).
To determine whether the different adaptation conditions produced threshold changes
across the different stimulation sites, threshold data were submitted to a repeated measures
ANOVA with stimulation site and adaptation condition as within-subjects factors and subject as
a random-effects factor. There was a significant main effect of stimulation site on phosphene
threshold, F(1,11) = 11.67, p = 0.006, ηp2 = 0.51. However, there was no significant effect of
adaptation condition on phosphene thresholds (F(1,11) = 1.50, p = 0.20, ηp2 = 0.12), nor any
significant interaction between stimulation site and adaptation condition (F(1,11) = 0.39, p =
0.55, ηp2 = 0.03). Because the pattern of threshold changes across light and dark adaptation did
not differ between the visual cortex and frontal stimulation sites, as would be predicted from
Boroojerdi et al. (2000) and Barlow et al. (1947a), we collapsed across dark and light adaptation
conditions to examine differences in thresholds across stimulation sites (see Figure 3.3). On
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average, phosphene thresholds from the visual cortex stimulation site (M = 29.08%, SD =
8.32%) were significantly higher than phosphene thresholds from the frontal stimulation site (M
= 25.08%, SD = 6.38%).
Control analyses
To ensure that the phosphene thresholds used to explore differences between stimulation sites
and adaptation conditions were indeed producing threshold-level percepts, we examined
phosphene detection rates from both stimulation sites and adaptation conditions in the phosphene
detection task. Following dark adaptation, stimulation over the visual cortex site at each subject’s
threshold intensity produced phosphenes on average 59.58% of trials on the phosphene detection
task, while stimulation over the frontal site at each subject’s threshold intensity produced
phosphenes on average 55.42% of trials. Neither of these detection rates differed significantly
from the expected 50% (tvisual cortex(11) = 1.64, pvisual cortex = .13, dvisual cortex = .47, tfrontal(11) = 1.41,
pfrontal = .19, dfrontal = .41). Following light adaptation, stimulation of the visual cortex site at each
subject’s threshold intensity produced phosphenes on average of 58.47% of trials on the
phosphene detection task, while stimulation of the frontal site at each subject’s threshold
intensity produced phosphenes on average of 54.58% of trials on the phosphene detection task.
Again, neither of these detection rates differed significantly from the expected 50% (tvisual
cortex(11)

= 2.03, pvisual cortex = .07, dvisual cortex = .58, tfrontal(11) = 1.24, pfrontal = .24, dfrontal = .36).

Event-related potentials
EEG activity was recorded to determine whether the neural locus of phosphene perception from
frontal TMS could be supported by differences in ERP latencies between frontal and visual
cortex TMS. To determine whether there were differences in ERP latencies between frontal and
visual cortex phosphenes, we examined the latencies of several important ERPs over both
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stimulation sites. Presumably, if visual cortex TMS evokes percepts with a neural locus in early
visual cortex, then much of the early processing time in subcortical structures would be avoided.
Therefore, visual evoked potentials to phosphenes induced via visual cortex TMS would likely
occur 50-90 ms earlier than visual evoked potentials to visual stimuli entering the retina,
accounting for the bypassed retina-visual cortex transmission time. If frontal TMS evokes
phosphenes with a retinal origin, we would likely find a 50-90 ms difference in the latency of
ERPs between frontal and visual cortex TMS. However, a smaller latency difference would
suggest that frontal TMS evokes phosphenes with a locus later on in the visual processing
stream.
We selected the P3 (or P300) component as the focus of this latency comparison for
several reasons. We anticipated that early visual evoked components such as the C1 or P1
components would be difficult to detect in the visual cortex TMS data, given that their onset
would likely be obscured by the TMS artifact and removal procedures. Furthermore, studies have
demonstrated that TMS evokes a series of positive and negative TMS-evoked components within
the first 180 ms of stimulation (Bonato, Miniussi, & Rossini, 2006; Komssi et al., 2004; Van Der
Werf & Paus, 2006). Given these complications, paired with the fact that the P3 is a particularly
robust ERP component, we believed that the P3 would be easiest to detect with our thresholdlevel stimuli.
The P3 component is a positive inflection that typically peaks around 300 ms after the
onset of a visual stimulus, although the latency can vary considerably with stimulus and task
parameters (Picton, 1992; Polich & Heine, 1996; Sutton, Braren, Zubin, & John, 1965). Because
we anticipated that stimulation directly over visual cortex would shorten the onset of the
component, we searched for a positive inflection within 220 – 400 ms of the TMS pulse. For
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each subjects and stimulation site, we averaged6 the activity from the occipital electrodes (O1
and O2) on phosphene-detected trials and identified the maximum positive inflection within the
220 – 400 ms time window after the TMS pulse. We then compared the extracted latencies from
the visual cortex stimulation and the frontal stimulation. Because we anticipated that the onset
latency of the P3 component following visual cortex stimulation would be shorter than the
latency following frontal stimulation, a one-tailed test was used. The latency of the P3
component was significantly earlier following visual cortex stimulation (M = 235.83 ms, SD =
21.21 ms) compared to frontal stimulation (M = 267.67 ms, SD = 21.68 ms), t(11) = 3.48, p =
0.003, d = 1.487 (see Figure 3.4). To confirm that this component was related to perception of the
phosphene and not due to transmission time differences of a non-specific TMS effect
exaggerated by the stimulation site difference, we performed the same comparison over frontal
elecrodes (F3, Fz, and F4) and found no latency differences (Mvisual= 281.08 ms, SDvisual= 36.45
ms; Mfrontal = 277.08 ms, SDfrontal = 36.45 ms; t(11) = 0.31, p = 0.62, d = 0.11).
It is possible that the latency differences we observe over occipital electrodes could be
due to differences in intensity used to induce phosphenes over each stimulation site, given that
phosphene thresholds over the frontal stimulation site were lower. To determine whether there
was any relationship between stimulation intensity and P3 latency, we investigated the
correlation between phosphene threshold and P3 latency for each stimulation site. There was no
significant correlation between phosphene threshold and P3 latency over the frontal site (r(10) =
0.49, p = .10) or the visual cortex site (r(10) = -0.41, p = 0.19), suggesting that higher TMS
intensities did not result in faster EEG activity or vice versa.

6

Similar results were found by looking at the occipital electrodes O1 and O2 individually.
Similar results, although with a smaller latency difference, were found over parietal electrodes (P3, Pz, and P4)
(Mvisual= 280.33 ms, SDvisual= 36.00 ms; Mfrontal= 296.42 ms, SDfrontal= 45.91 ms; t(11) = 2.36, p = 0.02, d = 0.36).
7
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Discussion
We investigated whether differences in phosphene thresholds in light and dark conditions and
differences in ERP latencies could reveal the neural locus of phosphenes evoked from a frontal
stimulation site. We found that phosphene thresholds were consistently lower over the frontal
stimulation site compared to the visual cortex site, suggesting that this stimulation site was close
to the locus of excitation and reducing the possibility that these percepts arise from indirect
stimulation of visual cortex. Furthermore, we found that the P3 component of phosphene
perception measured over occipital electrodes was significantly later from frontal stimulation
than visual cortex stimulation, suggesting that frontal TMS excites a structure earlier in the
visual processing stream. Together, our results suggest that frontal and visual cortex TMS evoke
phosphenes by stimulating distinct visual structures.
One of the primary manipulations in the present study was the comparison of phosphene
thresholds in light and dark conditions. Previous research by Boroojerdi et al. (2000)
demonstrated that phosphene thresholds over visual cortex drop following an extended (≥45
minutes) period of dark adaptation. However, to our knowledge, no prior study has investigated
the effects of dark adaptation on phosphene thresholds of TMS targeting the retina. Barlow et al.
(1947a) measured changes in phosphene threshold from electrical stimulation of the forehead
and noted that electrical phosphene thresholds rose after dark adaptation, which they attributed to
photochemical system involvement. If TMS targets the retina through a similar mechanism, we
would expect to be able to find a dissociation between the effects of dark adaptation on retinal
and visual cortex phosphene thresholds. We did not find a significant effect of dark adaptation on
phosphene thresholds. The non-significant effect of adaptation condition on phosphene
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thresholds may be explained by differences in alertness between the two adaptation conditions.
While we gave subjects a listening task that we thought would be engaging and monitored
subjects for drowsiness, there nevertheless may have been decreased alertness in the dark
adaptation condition that may have counteracted the excitability effects expected following
sensory changes. Alternatively, the light adaptation condition may not have been sufficiently
bright to produce a robust effect. The null result of adaptation condition might also be expected
if the anticipated differences in threshold changes across the two stimulation sites cancelled out,
but we also did not observe a significant interaction between stimulation site and adaptation
condition. Importantly, we were not able to provide even anecdotal evidence that phosphene
thresholds from frontal stimulation increase following dark adaptation, which was expected from
Barlow et al. (1947a). Several factors may explain these results. TMS, if it is able to target the
retina, may act on different cells and systems than the electrical stimulation used by Barlow et
al., and thus produce different behavioral effects following dark adaptation. Alternatively, the
frontal TMS stimulation site used in the present study—which was caudal to the stimulation site
used by Barlow et al.—may not stimulate the retina but rather some post-retinal visual structure,
allowing for the possibility of different dark adaptation effects.
Indeed, the P3 latency differences observed between frontal and visual cortex phosphenes
lend support to the idea that frontal TMS is exciting a structure in between the retina and visual
cortex in the visual processing stream. When analyzing the EEG data, we anticipated that if
frontal TMS evoked phosphene with a retinal origin, we would be able to detect latency
differences in the P3 component between the two stimulation sites that were offset by the retinalvisual cortex transmission time. The earliest visual evoked potential, the C1 component, is
thought to reflect the arrival of visual information into primary visual cortex and peaks in the
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human brain between 50-90 ms post-stimulus (Clark, Fan, & Hillyard, 1994; Foxe & Simpson,
2002; Hillyard & Anllo-Vento, 1998; Jeffreys & Axford, 1972; Mangun, Hillyard, & Luck,
1993). The differences in P3 latency we observed between frontal and visual cortex
stimulation—about 32 ms—were considerably shorter than this latency, however. Furthermore,
we were able to rule out the possibility that the differences we were measuring were from a nonspecific TMS effect—e.g., current spread across the scalp—by making the same comparison
over frontal electrodes and finding no latency differences. Together, this suggests that this signal
representing the phosphene percept from frontal stimulation is not traveling from the retina, but
rather from a later subcortical structure.
It has been well-demonstrated that stimulation of many structures along the visual
processing stream is capable of inducing phosphenes—for example, the retina (Brindley, 1955;
Humayun, 1996; Sinclair et al., 2016; Walsh et al., 1946), optic nerve (Brelén, Vince, Gérard,
Veraart, & Delbeke, 2010; Delbeke et al., 2003; Veraart et al., 1998), optic radiations (Marg &
Dierssen, 1965), lateral geniculate nucleus (Choi, Kim, Shin, Yang, & Yang, 2014; Marg &
Dierssen, 1965; Panetsos et al., 2011), superior colliculus (Nashold, 1970), as well as visual
cortex. However, to our knowledge, aside from visual cortex, none of these regions have been
specifically targeted using TMS, so it is unclear whether these different areas can be stimulated
non-invasively. Given the location of the frontal stimulation site, two potential candidate areas
for stimulation are the optic nerve and lateral geniculate nucleus. Indeed, recordings of VEPs
following optic nerve and lateral geniculate nucleus stimulation, along with recorded visual
response latencies in these areas, suggest that both structures are candidate regions based on the
P3 latency differences observed in the present study. Choi, Kim, Shin, Yang, and Yang (Choi et
al., 2014) compared electrical evoked potentials (EEPs) from optic nerve and lateral geniculate
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nucleus stimulation to visual evoked potentials from flash stimuli in a sedated pig and noted that
EEP latencies to optic nerve and lateral geniculate nucleus stimulation were quite similar, and
both were considerably shorter (~30-37 ms) than the visual evoked potential to the flash stimuli.
A study by Brelén, Vince, Gérard, and Delbeke (2010) compared visual evoked potentials from
phosphenes evoked by optic nerve visual prostheses and a flash visual stimulus and noted that
optic nerve stimulation resulted in evoked potentials approximately 25 ms earlier in latency than
those produced by the visual stimulus. Adjusting our C1 latency range (50-90 ms) by this latency
would result in an anticipated latency difference of 25-65 ms between visual cortex and optic
nerve stimulation, which fits the P3 latency difference (~32 ms) observed in this study.
Recordings of visual evoked potentials in LGN and V1/V2 in response to pattern reversal stimuli
suggest that the earliest responses in the LGN peak approximately 20 ms before those responses
in V1/V2, with the relay time from retina to the LGN being about 40 ms (Krolak-Salmon et al.,
2003). Again, adjusting the arrival latency in V1 to account for the retina to LGN transmission
time would result an anticipated P3 latency difference of 10-50 ms between visual cortex and
LGN stimulation, which also fits the P3 latency difference observed here. Given that the
transmission time between the optic nerve and LGN is so rapid, it is difficult to determine from
latencies alone which structure our frontal percepts arose from.
However, there are several factors aside from the relay time that support the optic nerve
as being the more likely candidate for the locus of excitation of frontal phosphenes. The optic
nerve, given its more rostral location, is closer to the stimulation site we used to evoke frontal
phosphenes. The electric field induced by the TMS drops off with distance from the point of
stimulation, so the electric field is likely to be larger at the optic nerve than at the more distal
LGN. Additionally, asymmetries in tissue conductivity may cause the current to be shunted
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preferentially in some areas over others. The CSF is highly conductive, more so than the
surrounding brain tissue; this asymmetry causes the current from the TMS pulse to travel
preferentially along this path of reduced resistance (Baumann et al., 1997; Gabriel et al., 1996;
Laakso & Hirata, 2013). Given that the optic nerve is surrounded by CSF in the subarachnoid
space combined with the short distance between the frontal stimulation site and the optic nerve,
the CSF in the interhemispheric fissure thus provides an avenue of low resistance from the
frontal stimulation site to the optic nerve, making it a likely candidate for excitation.
Furthermore, the orientation of the optic nerve fibers relative to the stimulating coil is optimal for
excitation, given that nerve fibers running parallel to the coil plane, and thus the induced electric
field, are more likely to be stimulated than oblique fibers (Tofts, 1990).
While the phosphene threshold differences suggest that the frontal stimulation site is
proximal to the locus of excitation, anatomical differences can also contribute to differences in
phosphene threshold across stimulation sites. For example, increased skull thickness and
increased distance between the skull and brain parenchyma could potentially increase phosphene
thresholds, given that electric field strength decays with distance. Occipital skull is thicker than
frontal skull (Mahinda & Murty, 2009), which may partially contribute to the higher phosphene
threshold observed here for visual cortex phosphenes. However, these bones are not uniform;
rather, they exhibit great differences in thickness at different locations. Both frontal and visual
cortex stimulation sites in the present study were functionally localized, thus producing
variability in stimulation site location across subjects, and skull thickness with respect to the
different stimulation sites has not been measured. Furthermore, skull thickness varies
considerably with age, gender, and other factors (Lillie, Urban, Lynch, Weaver, & Stitzel, 2016;
Lynnerup, Astrup, & Sejrsen, 2005; Mahinda & Murty, 2009). Additionally, brain anatomy with
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respect to the skull may vary from person to person, producing inter-subject variability in the
distance between the stimulation site and targeted tissue. Therefore, additional research is needed
to determine the exact extent to which anatomical differences may play a role in the threshold
differences observed here.
It is important to note that localization of the frontal stimulation site in the present study
was based on the location of the visual cortex stimulation site. This was done to maintain
consistency with our previous study (Webster & Ro, 2017; Chapter 2) and to allow for scaling
across different head sizes. However, our visual cortex stimulation sites may have targeted
different visual cortical areas across individuals, and as a result, may have yielded frontal
stimulation sites that affected different visual structures. Future studies should aim to identify an
optimal stimulation site for this approximate frontal region that is not dependent on visual cortex
site, as well as identify whether several possible stimulation sites targeting different visual
structures exist within the region. Indeed, an earlier study by B. U. Meyer et al. (1991)
demonstrated that stimulation over the frontal convexity of the scalp could elicit phosphenes,
which the authors attributed to optic nerve stimulation. This stimulation site is more rostral than
the frontal stimulation site used in the current study; additional research is necessary to
determine whether both of these stimulation sites indeed target the same neural structure. ERP
studies comparing correlates of phosphene perception from different stimulation sites with
brightness and location-matched visual stimuli may be useful in elucidating the neural origins of
these percepts.
Conclusions
One of the primary aims of this study was to determine the neural origin of phosphenes evoked
from a frontal stimulation site. We demonstrate that perception of phosphenes elicited from
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frontal stimulation results from excitation of an early visual structure, likely the optic nerve. The
motivation for this question arose from a previous study (Webster & Ro, 2017, Chapter 2), in
which we noted that stimulation of even a non-visual area—the vertex—could induce
phosphenes in some subjects. We noted that phosphene perception increased as the coil was
move from the vertex to our frontal stimulation site, which suggests that vertex phosphenes and
frontal phosphenes have a common neural origin. This calls into question the use of rostral
control sites in TMS studies of visual perception. Additionally, this study demonstrates for one
of the first times that visual perception can be altered by TMS over areas outside of visual or
extrastriate cortex. This offers scientific and therapeutic opportunities for studying visual
perception and transmission from early visual structures to visual cortex, especially in patients
with vision loss due to damage or disease to the eye.
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Figure 3.1. Stimuli and procedures for the (A) phosphene threshold and (B) phosphene detection
tasks. EEG activity was recorded during the phosphene detection task.
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Figure 3.2. Phosphene thresholds across stimulation sites and lighting condition, as measured in
percentage of maximum stimulator output. Error bars represent within-subjects SE (Cousineau,
2005; Morey, 2008). There was no significant interaction between stimulation site and adaptation
condition on phosphene thresholds, as would have been expected from Barlow et al. (1947a) and
Boroojerdi et al. (2000). (N = 12)
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Figure 3.3. TMS thresholds across stimulation sites, averaged across lighting conditions. Error
bars represent within-subjects SE. ** p < .01. (N = 12)
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Figure 3.4. ERP responses to TMS over visual cortex (red) and frontal (green) stimulation sites
at phosphene threshold. Bold colored lines indicate the average ERP across subjects for each
stimulation site; shaded ribbons indicate the within-subjects SE. Dashed lines indicate the mean
P3 latency for each stimulation site (red = visual cortex, green = frontal). Scalp maps indicate the
voltage across electrodes at the mean P3 latency for visual cortex stimulation (left) and frontal
stimulation (right). (N = 12)
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Chapter 4
Temporal dynamics of phosphene perception from
transcranial magnetic stimulation over visual cortex
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Abstract
The time course of conscious visual perception has been the subject of enthusiastic study for
many years, and recent research suggests that feedback processes supported by the inherent alpha
oscillation may play an important role in this visual awareness. Although we are beginning to
better understand the processes involved in perception of real stimulation, the temporal dynamics
of induced visual stimuli—known as phosphenes—is poorly understood. We investigated the
latency and duration of conscious phosphene perception, particularly with respect to how these
variables related to indices of feedforward and feedback processing. While phosphene duration
was highly variable across individuals, we demonstrate that phosphene perception involves ~100
ms of additional processing before the percept is consciously perceived. Additionally, we found
that the latency of phosphene perception was significantly correlated with peak TMS suppression
latencies and individual alpha peak frequencies, both thought to reflect feedback processing.
There was no relationship between phosphene latency and measures of feedforward processing.
Together, our results suggest that feedback processes play a critical role in phosphene perception
and that the temporal dynamics of phosphene perception are variable across subjects in
accordance with individual peak alpha frequency.
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Introduction
Understanding the neural correlates of consciousness has been a fundamental question to the
fields of philosophy and neuroscience for decades. Central to this issue is the timing and
temporal structure of conscious experience. Although a wealth of research suggests that
information processing by the brain takes time and awareness is therefore not instantaneous,
when awareness takes place—and what allows some information to become conscious while
other information remains unconscious—remains the topic of active study. While we are
beginning to understand the complicated nature of temporal processing for awareness of visual
stimuli, our understanding of these processes with other stimuli and in other sensory domains is
lacking. Electrical or magnetic stimulation of visual structures can induce perception of flashes
of light known as phosphenes (Brindley, 1955; d’Arsonval, 1896; Lövsund, Öberg, & Nilsson,
1980; Marg & Rodiak, 1994; B. U. Meyer et al., 1991; Thompson, 1910), which have been used
with great success to study visual awareness. Despite this, however, little is known about the
temporal dynamics of phosphene perception. Gaining a better understanding of when, and for
how long, phosphenes are consciously perceived may help elucidate the relationship between
stimulus parameters and the timing of conscious perception.
Visual information entering the retina undergoes a rapid feedforward sweep of processing
as visual information is carried from the eye to early visual cortex and onwards to higher-level
visual cortical areas. This feedforward sweep occurs within the first ~100 ms of visual stimulus
processing (Lamme & Roelfsema, 2000). Many influential theories of consciousness posit that
this initial feedforward sweep is insufficient for awareness; rather, feedback to early visual
cortex and local recurrent processing loops, occurring within the next 100 ms of processing, are
necessary for awareness (Lamme & Roelfsema, 2000; Supèr, Spekreijse, & Lamme, 2001).
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Indeed, many paradigms used to render stimuli unaware—such as backwards or metacontrast
masking or TMS suppression—are thought to interrupt feedback activity after the initial
feedforward sweep (de Graaf, Goebel, & Sack, 2012; Enns, 2004; Pascual-Leone & Walsh,
2001; Ro, 2019; Ro et al., 2003; Tapia & Beck, 2014). In line with these findings, a recent study
demonstrated that neural activity occurring around 180-280 ms after stimulus onset correlates
with visual awareness, a time window which is consistent with feedback processes (Koivisto &
Grassini, 2016). Similarly, processing around this timeframe in the P2 ERP component is highly
correlated with other measures of feedback processing, suggesting that the P2 ERP component
reflects late feedback processes that are critical for visual perception and may reflect the onset of
visual awareness (Ro, 2019). Recent research suggests that these feedback processes are
supported by activity within the ~7-13 Hz alpha frequency band. A microstimulation study by
van Kerkoerle et al. (2014) demonstrated that stimulation of higher visual areas resulted in alpha
activity in feedback layers of V1, whereas feedforward processing was characterized by activity
in the gamma frequency band (40-200 Hz) in input layers of higher visual regions. Michalareas
et al. (2016) corroborated these results by demonstrating that distinct oscillatory frequencies are
associated with feedforward and feedback processing, with the alpha-beta band playing a critical
role in feedback processes.
Nevertheless, awareness and consciousness are dynamic processes, and awareness of a
visual stimulus can vary from moment to moment or even from individual to individual. Recent
work has demonstrated that much of this variability in the perceptual experience may be
explained by differences in the ongoing alpha oscillation. For example, the amplitude of the
alpha oscillation has been demonstrated to play a critical role in awareness of weak stimuli
(Ergenoglu et al., 2004; Hanslmayr et al., 2007; Romei et al., 2008; Romei, Gross, & Thut, 2010;
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Thut et al., 2006, 2011), and perception is prioritized at particular phases of the alpha cycle (Ai
& Ro, 2014; Jaegle & Ro, 2014; Mathewson et al., 2009). While less is known about the
relationship between other effects of the alpha rhythm on perception, a growing body of research
suggests that the peak frequency of the alpha rhythm plays an important role in the temporal
dynamics of perception. Importantly, several studies have demonstrated that the frequency of the
ongoing alpha oscillation plays a causal role in the duration of perception for the audio-visual
double flash illusion (Cecere et al., 2015) and two-flash fusion (Samaha & Postle, 2015),
suggesting that peak alpha frequency may represent the temporal resolution of perception.
Indeed, a recent study demonstrated that individual alpha peak frequency is correlated with
several temporal variables, including the latency of peak TMS suppression and the latency of the
P2 ERP component, suggesting that increases in peak alpha frequency are associated with faster
perception (Ro, 2019). An important characteristic of peak alpha frequency is that it is not static,
but rather can change depending on task demands and sensory conditions (Benwell et al., 2019;
Haegens et al., 2014; Hülsdünker et al., 2016; Webster & Ro, under revision; Wutz et al., 2018).
Therefore, perceptual speeds may not only vary from person to person but intra-individually as
well.
Much of the work concerning the role of alpha in visual perception has been studied
using real visual stimuli, but numerous studies have demonstrated that various characteristics of
the alpha rhythm play a role in phosphene perception as well. For example, the power and phase
relationships found between alpha and visual stimuli have been replicated with phosphenes
(Dugué et al., 2011; Ergenoglu et al., 2004; Hanslmayr et al., 2007). This suggests that the
processes involved in phosphene perception may be similar to those involved in the perception of
real visual stimuli. Despite this, however, little is known about the temporal dynamics of
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phosphene perception. One of the most fundamental questions about phosphene perception
concerns whether these percepts are perceived instantaneously or whether additional processing
is necessary for perception. Given the similarities between phosphene perception and perception
of visual stimuli entering the retina, it is possible that phosphenes require additional feedforward
and feedback processing before they are consciously perceived. Similarly, the duration of the
phosphene percept is poorly understood. One study investigating phosphene perception from
trains of microstimulation over visual cortex showed that perception of a phosphene slightly
outlived the duration of stimulation itself, and that perceived duration could be extended by
interjecting brief gaps between successive trains, thus producing a continuous phosphene
(Schmidt et al., 1996). This suggests that phosphene duration from stimulation of visual cortex
may be dependent not just on the stimulation itself, but on residual after-discharge activity within
visual cortex. Similarly, Pollen (1975) demonstrated that 26 ms trains of stimulation repeated at
20 stimulations per second resulted in the perception of a continuous phosphene without flicker,
suggested that perception of the phosphene spilled over into periods of no stimulation. However,
a study using a retinal prosthesis determined that the duration of most phosphene percepts was
equal to the duration of the electrical stimulation (Humayun et al., 2003). It is unclear whether
the difference between these findings is due to differences in stimulation site or differences in
stimulation parameters, so the actual duration of phosphene perception remains an open question.
The main aim of this study was to address this gap in literature by investigating the
temporal dynamics of phosphene perception. Given findings that suggest that similar
mechanisms may be shared by perception of phosphenes and real visual stimuli, we investigated
whether the latency of phosphene perception requires additional processing or whether it is
instantaneous. Phosphenes were induced non-invasively using transcranial magnetic stimulation
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(TMS). We used a temporal-order judgement task involving comparison of onset latency
between a phosphene and a phosphene-matched visual stimulus to determine when phosphenes
are consciously perceived. To better understand the role of feedforward and feedback processing
in phosphene perception, we assessed the relationship between phosphene perception and the
latency of the C1 and P1 ERP components, thought to reflect (in part) early feedforward and
sensory-related processes of visual information from the retina to primary visual cortex (Jeffreys
& Axford, 1972; Klimesch, 2011), and individual peak alpha frequency and peak TMS
suppression latency, both thought to reflect feedback processes (Corthout et al., 1999;
Michalareas et al., 2016; Ro, 2019; Ro et al., 2003; van Kerkoerle et al., 2014). As part of the
phosphene matching process, we had subjects match the duration of a visual stimulus to the
duration of their perceived phosphene, thus providing an index of the duration of phosphene
perception. Together, these results will further our understanding of visual processing for
conscious awareness.

Methods
This research conformed to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the
Institutional Review Board of the City University of New York.
Subjects
Fourteen subjects8 were recruited for participation. Of these, two did not complete the study
because they could not reliably perceive phosphenes over the visual cortex stimulation site. The
remaining 12 subjects (7 females, mean age of 32 years, and range of 20-53 years) reported
reliable perception of phosphenes and completed all of the phosphene procedures. One subject

8

Of these 14 subjects, 6 also participated in the study described in Chapter 3.
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was excluded from analysis due to excessive false alarms (>25%) on the phosphene temporalorder judgement task. Of the remaining 11 subjects, seven were additionally able to complete the
visual suppression procedures. All subjects gave written informed consent and had normal or
corrected-to-normal vision.
TMS phosphene localization procedure
Single-pulse TMS was administered using a Cadwell MES-10 polyphasic stimulator connected
to a 9-cm diameter circular coil. Screening for inclusion in the study involved functionally
localizing a visual cortex stimulation site that reliably produced phosphenes. Initially, the coil
was placed parallel to the midline 2 cm above the inion with the handle pointing downwards.
The stimulation intensity was initially set to 40% of maximum stimulator output. Both coil
position and intensity were adjusted until phosphenes could be reliably detected or until
maximum stimulator output was reached without the perception of phosphenes.
Several criteria were used to determine that phosphene perception was reliable and
arising from true cortical stimulation. First, phosphenes evoked by visual cortex stimulation
should be perceived in the contralateral region of visual field. Second, phosphenes should be
visible with eyes both open and closed. Third, phosphene location should shift accordingly with
shifts in fixation, indicating a retinotopic organization. Subjects whose percepts failed to meet
these criteria were excluded from the study.
To ensure that phosphenes could be readily detected and compared to a visual stimulus,
TMS intensity was adjusted to be supra-threshold such that phosphenes were maximally visible
without producing subject discomfort. The optimal stimulation intensity which produced the
brightest phosphene was determined using an adaptive staircase-like procedure. Two separate
TMS pulses, initially differing in intensity by 3% of maximum stimulator output, were delivered
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over visual cortex in both ascending and descending order of intensity. Subjects were instructed
to report which intensity produced a brighter phosphene. If the brighter phosphene intensity
could not be reliably identified, the pair of stimulations was repeated, and if necessary, the
difference in intensity between the two pulses was increased. Upon determination of the brighter
phosphene intensity, this intensity was used as a starting point in the next pair and compared to
an intensity that differed by 3% of maximum stimulator output in the opposite direction. This
process was repeated, increasing and decreasing the intensity and step size as necessary, until an
optimal intensity was determined that produced brighter phosphenes than the intensities above
and below it, or until the maximum comfortable stimulation intensity was achieved. The optimal
stimulation intensity was then tested over a series of 8 TMS pulses to determine whether or not it
was sufficient to produce perception of phosphenes on ≥ 75% of trials. If this optimal stimulation
intensity was insufficient to produce phosphenes on ≥ 75% of trials, the staircasing procedure
was repeated and, if necessary, the subject was excluded from the experiment.
Electroencephalogram (EEG) recordings
Electroencephalographic activity was recorded during the phosphene temporal-order judgement
task (below) using a 32-channel TMS-compatible EEG system (Brain Products GmbH, Munich,
Germany) at a 1000 Hz sampling rate. Data were recorded online using BrainVision Recorder
(Brain Products GmbH, Munich, Germany) and were referenced to electrode FCz. Electrode AFz
served as the ground. Vertical electrooculographic activity (VEOG) and horizontal
electrooculographic activity (HEOG) were recorded from electrodes placed above the right eye
and lateral to the outer canthus of the left eye, respectively. Impedances were maintained below
10 k Ω. EEG data were processed offline using custom scripts written in R.
Phosphene-matched stimuli and procedure
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Subjects were seated 83 cm away from a stimulus presentation board. A constant green LED
(subtending 0.69° x 0.69° visual angle) was placed at the center of the visual field to serve as a
fixation point. A white LED (hereafter called the visual stimulus) served as a reference visual
stimulus for judgement of phosphene temporal characteristics. The brightness of the LED could
be adjusted using a potentiometer and the duration and timing of the LED presentation was
controlled by an Arduino Fio microcontroller board connected to a computer running custom
C++ scripts.
Shape matching
The appearance of the visual stimulus was matched as closely as possible to the shape of the
perceived phosphene by having subjects draw their phosphene on a piece of dark felt, matching
the shape and size of the drawing as closely as possible to their perceived phosphene. The shape
was cut out of the felt and replaced by a piece of white paper. Thus, when positioned over the
visual stimulus LED, the LED could shine through the paper in the shape of the phosphene while
the dark felt masked the remaining light (see Figure 4.1).
Location matching
After affixing the phosphene-matched mask (above) to the visual stimulus LED, the subject
positioned the visual stimulus such that it was in a spatially proximal, but not identical, location
as the perceived phosphene. This was achieved such that the visual stimulus and phosphene had
roughly the same eccentricity, but were not spatially overlapping, so that the two stimuli could
be differentiated when appearing in close temporal proximity.
Brightness matching
After the location of the perceived phosphene was determined, the brightness of the visual
stimulus was adjusted to match the perceived brightness of the phosphene by presenting the two
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stimuli in sequence while the brightness of the visual stimulus was adjusted via a potentiometer.
Each brightness matching trial began with the presentation of a 200 Hz tone for 100 ms,
signaling the start of the trial. After 1000 ms, a TMS pulse was delivered over the visual cortex
stimulation site to induce a phosphene. Following a 1000 ms SOA, the visual stimulus flashed
for 10 ms. The subject was then instructed to indicate whether the visual stimulus or phosphene
was brighter and the brightness of the visual stimulus was adjusted accordingly. This procedure
continued until the subject indicated that the two stimuli appeared identical in brightness.
Duration matching
To determine the perceived duration of phosphenes induced by TMS over visual cortex, the
duration of the visual stimulus was adjusted using the method of limits until it matched the
perceived duration of the phosphene. Each trial of the duration adjustment procedure began with
the presentation of a 200 Hz tone for 100 ms, signaling the start of the trial. After 1000 ms, a
TMS pulse was applied over the visual cortex stimulation site to induce a phosphene. Following
a 1000 ms SOA, the visual stimulus flashed at a pre-specified duration. The initial duration was
set at 10 ms. The subject was instructed to report whether the visual stimulus or phosphene was
longer in duration, and the duration of the visual stimulus was adjusted up and down until three
crossovers were achieved. The crossover points were averaged to determine the duration of
conscious phosphene perception. The perceived duration of the percept was then compared to the
actual pulse duration of 70 µs.
Phosphene temporal-order judgement
To determine the latency of conscious phosphene perception resulting from TMS over visual
cortex, the perceived onset of induced phosphenes was compared to the perceived onset of the
visual stimulus in a temporal-order judgement task. In this task, a visual stimulus flashed while
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TMS was applied over visual cortex at varying SOAs. The subject’s task was to determine which
stimulus was perceived first. The SOAs ranged from 0 ms (the two stimuli occurred
simultaneously) to 180 ms (the visual stimulus flashed 180 ms prior to the TMS pulse) in 20 ms
intervals. There were 20 trials per SOA condition, resulting in 200 trials; on the remaining 20
trials (catch trials), the visual stimulus flashed without the TMS to ensure accurate responding. A
schematic representation of the procedure can be seen in Figure 4.2A.
Each trial began with the presentation of a 200 Hz tone for 100 ms, signaling the start of
the trial. After a 1000 ms delay, the visual stimulus flashed (for the duration determined in the
phosphene duration matching procedure, above) followed by a TMS pulse over visual cortex at a
randomly determined SOA on 91% of trials, or by no TMS pulse on the remaining 9% of trials.
Subjects were instructed to indicate whether the visual stimulus or phosphene was perceived first
using the right and left mouse buttons; the response instructions were counterbalanced across
subjects. If no phosphene was perceived, subjects were instructed to press the ‘X’ button on the
keyboard. After the response, there was a randomly determined ITI of 3000 ms, 3070 ms, 3120
ms, or 3180 ms before the next trial began.
Subjects were familiarized with the stimuli and responses before beginning two blocks of
practice. In the first block of practice, subjects made their temporal-order judgements on five
trials each of what we hypothesized to be the easiest SOA conditions (0 ms and 180 ms), plus
one catch trial. The three trial types were randomly intermixed. In the second block of practice,
subjects made their temporal-order judgements on one trial of each of the ten SOA conditions,
plus one catch trial; again, the trial types were randomly intermixed. Upon completion of the
second round of practice, data collection began.
Visual suppression TMS procedure
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As an index of the arrival of feedback information into early visual cortex, optimal latencies for
visual suppression were measured from TMS over visual cortex. To maintain consistency with
the phosphene procedures, suppressed visual stimuli appeared in the same hemifield as a
subject’s phosphenes. Stimuli were presented on a CRT monitor running at a 100 Hz refresh rate
using custom software written in Visual C++ with Microsoft DirectX libraries. Subjects were
seated 57 cm from the monitor.
A localization procedure was employed to determine the optimal stimulation site and
intensity for inducing visual suppression. The TMS coil was initially positioned parallel to the
midline 2 cm above the inion with the handle pointing downwards. The stimulation intensity was
initially set to 110% of the intensity used to induce phosphenes, given that some studies suggest
that suppression thresholds are higher than phosphene thresholds (Kammer, Puls, Erb, & Grodd,
2005; Kammer, Puls, Strasburger, Hill, & Wichmann, 2005). Each trial of the localization
procedure began with the presentation of a grey fixation square (luminance = 2.00 cd/m2)
subtending 0.22° x 0.22° visual angle against a black background for 2005 ms. A grey square
(luminance = 0.89 cd/m2) subtending 0.22° x 0.22° visual angle was then presented 0.22° to the
left or right of fixation (depending on the location of the subject’s phosphene) for 10 ms. A TMS
pulse was applied over visual cortex 100 ms after the visual stimulus onset, after which the
subject reported whether or not they were able to perceive the square. The coil position and
stimulation intensity were adjusted until the subject reported not seeing the square on 50% of
trials. The final stimulation intensity was set to 110% of this suppression threshold intensity. The
average stimulation intensity used to induce visual suppression was 66% of maximum stimulator
output (range 49-81%).
Visual suppression stimuli and procedure
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To determine the optimal visual suppression latency, perception of a visual stimulus was
compared as TMS was applied at varying latencies. Each trial began with the presentation of a
grey fixation square (luminance = 0.89 cd/m2) for 2005 ms. A horizontal (subtending 0.22° x
0.03° visual angle) or vertical (subtending 0.03° x 0.22° visual angle) grey line (mean luminance
= 3.06 cd/m2)9 was then presented 0.22° to the left or right of fixation (depending on the location
of the subject’s phosphene) for 10 ms. TMS was then applied over visual cortex at one of 11
randomly selected SOAs ranging from 55 to 155 ms in 10 ms increments. Subjects were
instructed to indicate whether or not they perceived the line using the left and right mouse
buttons; they were not asked to report the orientation of the line. Subjects completed 22 trials of
practice, after which they completed 10 blocks of 22 trials, yielding 20 trials for each of the 11
SOAs. A schematic representation of the procedure can be seen in Figure 4.2B.

Results
Phosphene descriptions
Qualitative and quantitative phosphene descriptions were collected from stimulation over visual
cortex. Phosphenes were typically described as brief and dim, with the shapes being “splotches”,
dots, or lines; the representative shape of each subject’s phosphenes can be seen in Figure 4.3.
To gain an index of where in the visual field phosphenes were induced, we measured the visual
angle from fixation to the center of each subject’s phosphene mask (see Figure 4.4). No
phosphenes were perceived at fixation. Rather, all phosphenes were induced at least slightly

9

Because the line stimulus was smaller than the square used in the suppression localization procedure, the
luminance needed to be increased at varying levels for each subject in order for the line to be visible without TMS.
The luminance values used were 1.80 cd/m2 (2 subjects), 2.95 cd/m2 (4 subjects), and 6.01 cd/m2 (1 subject).
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peripherally; on average, phosphenes were perceived 10.43° visual angle from fixation (SD =
4.12°).
Phosphene mask drawings were used to determine the size of perceived phosphenes. To
measure the size, phosphene mask drawings were scanned and thresholded in Adobe Photoshop
CC 2018 to create a binary image, such that the dark parts of the phosphene mask were
converted to black and the light parts of the phosphene mask (representing the size and shape of
the phosphene) were converted to white. The white pixels were counted and divided by the
number of pixels in a square centimeter as a measure of surface area. The average phosphene
size was perceived to subtend on average 4.02° x 2.91° visual angle (SDhorizontal = 3.49°, SDvertical
= 1.72°). To determine whether phosphene size was influenced by the stimulation intensity used
to induce phosphenes, we performed a correlation between the phosphene area and stimulation
intensity across all 11 subjects. There was no significant correlation between phosphene size and
TMS intensity, r(9) = -0.40, p = .22. This suggests that there was no systematic relationship
between the optimal stimulation intensity used to induce phosphenes and the resulting
phosphene’s size, perhaps because stimulation intensity was adjusted individually to produce the
most visible percept..
To gain an index of perceived phosphene brightness, the luminance of the brightnessmatched visual stimulus LED was measured using a Konica Minolta CS-200 chroma meter.
Luminance was measured at the center of the phosphene drawing mask, behind which the LED
was centered. The average LED luminance was 27.10 cd/m2 (SD = 47.81 cd/m2). To determine
whether phosphene brightness was influenced by the stimulation intensity used to induce
phosphenes, we performed a correlation between the luminance values and stimulation
intensities for each subject. There was no significant correlation between perceived phosphene
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brightness and TMS intensity, r(9) = -0.41, p = .21. This suggests that higher stimulation
intensities did not necessarily yield brighter phosphenes, and vice versa; rather, even at an
optimal stimulation intensity, phosphene brightness and visibility varied considerably from
subject to subject.
Phosphene duration was measured individually for each subject by having subjects match
the duration of the visual stimulus to the perceived duration of their phosphene. The average
phosphene duration was 2.17 ms (SD = 3.10 ms). We compared the perceived phosphene
duration to the pulse width of the TMS (70 µs) to determine whether the perceived duration of
the percept matched the actual duration of stimulus. The perceived phosphene duration was
significantly longer than the pulse width of the TMS, t(10) = 2.24, p = 0.049, d = 0.68,
suggesting that perception outlasted the actual duration of stimulation. To determine whether
perceived phosphene duration was influenced by stimulation intensity, we performed a
correlation between phosphene duration and TMS intensity for each subject. There was no
significant correlation between the perceived duration of a phosphene and the TMS intensity
used to induce it, r(9) = -0.10, p = .76. This suggests that differences in TMS intensity did not
systematically drive differences in the duration of perception, and that other factors, such as
difficulty in making the duration judgements, may explain some of the variability in this
measure.
Because there is a brief afterglow after an LED is turned off, there is the possibility that
phosphene brightness might have affected duration judgements using the brightness-matched
LED. To account for this, we performed a correlation between phosphene brightness and
duration for each subject, both based on measurements using the LED. There was no significant
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correlation between phosphene duration and brightness, r(9) = -0.26, p = .44, suggesting that
differences in phosphene brightness likely did not affect phosphene duration judgements.
Temporal-order and simultaneity judgements
Perception of the onset of a visual stimulus relative to a phosphene was assessed over 10 SOA
conditions and 1 catch trial condition in order to determine the SOA between the two stimuli at
which they were perceived as occurring simultaneously. One subject was removed from the
remaining analyses due to excessive false alarms (> 25%). In the remaining 11 subjects, false
alarms on catch trials were low (M = 2.27%, SD = 4.67%), indicating that these subjects
understood the instructions that they should not judge the stimulus onset on trials in which no
phosphene was perceived. Catch trials were excluded from the remaining analyses. On the
remaining trials in which a TMS pulse was administered, misses were fairly low (M = 7.63%, SD
= 9.22%). These miss trials were also removed from the remaining analyses.
For each SOA condition per subject, the proportion of trials in which the phosphene was
perceived as appearing first was calculated out of the total number of trials in which a phosphene
was perceived. A psychometric curve was fit to these proportions across SOAs, with the 50%
point (hereafter referred to as the simultaneity SOA) being the SOA at which the phosphene and
visual stimulus were perceived to appear simultaneously (see Figure 4.5). The simultaneity SOA
derived from the subject-averaged data was 105.50 ms, meaning that a visual stimulus preceding
a TMS pulse by 105.50 ms was perceived to be simultaneous with the resulting phosphene.
However, there was considerable variability in simultaneity SOAs across subjects—SOAs
ranged from 23.80 ms (indicating simultaneous perception of a phosphene and a visual stimulus
preceding the TMS pulse by 23.26 ms) to 319.10 ms (indicating simultaneous perception of a
phosphene and a visual stimulus preceding the TMS pulse by 319.10 ms), suggesting that
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perception was highly variable across subjects and may not be adequately summarized by a
single average. To rule out the possibility that some of this variability was caused by differences
in TMS intensities used to evoke phosphenes, we computed a correlation between simultaneity
SOA and TMS intensity across subjects. There was no significant correlation between
simultaneity SOA and the TMS intensity used to induce phosphenes, r(9) = -0.16, p = .64,
suggesting that applying a stronger TMS pulse did not alter the speed at which a phosphene was
perceived. Because perceived phosphene durations varied across subjects, we also investigated
whether there was a relationship between phosphene duration and simultaneity SOAs across
subjects. There was no significant correlation between phosphene duration and simultaneity
SOA, r(9) = -0.41, p = .21, indicating that phosphene duration did not have a systematic effect
on the SOA of perceived simultaneity.
Visual suppression
Visual suppression curves were derived for each of the seven subjects for whom suppression data
was collected by calculating the proportion of trials in which the target line was detected for each
SOA. These visual suppression curves can be seen in Figure 4.6A. For each subject, the peak
suppression latency was determined to be the SOA with the smallest proportion of target
detected trials; if two adjacent SOAs met this criteria, the average of the two SOAs was used
instead. Across subjects, the mean peak suppression latency was 98.57 ms (SD = 17.96 ms).
As can be seen in Figure 4.6A, there was considerable inter-subject variability in
performance across SOAs and substantial variability in the latency of peak suppression. To better
visualize performance, the data were re-aligned such that the peak suppression latency for each
subject lined up at the SOA closest to the mean peak suppression latency (98.57 ms), which was
95 ms. This re-aligned data is shown in Figure 4.6B. This re-alignment procedure illustrates that
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target detection was greatly reduced at the mean peak suppression latency. To confirm this, we
compared detection performance at the mean peak suppression latency to performance at the
surrounding SOAs and found that detection was significantly lower at the mean peak suppression
latency compared to both the preceding (t(6) = 3.19, p = 0.02, d = 1.66) and the succeeding (t(6)
= 4.32, p = 0.005, d = 1.37) SOAs.
To rule out the possibility that differences in peak suppression latency were driven by
differences in the TMS intensity used to induce suppression, we analyzed the relationship
between peak suppression and TMS intensity. There was no significant correlation between the
TMS intensity used to induce suppression and peak suppression latency, r(5) = -0.40, p = 0.32.
This suggests that individual differences in peak suppression latency were not influenced by
differences in the TMS parameters used to induce suppression, and that subjects with higher
TMS intensities did not experience peak suppression earlier or vice versa.
Comparison of peak TMS suppression latencies and phosphene simultaneity SOAs
To further assess the timing of phosphene perception, particularly with respect to its relationship
with measures of feedback processing, we compared phosphene simultaneity SOAs and peak
suppression latencies within each of the seven subjects for whom we collected both phosphene
and suppression data. We hypothesized that the phosphene simultaneity SOA would reflect
feedback processing and transmission involved in perception of both the visual stimulus and the
phosphene, and would therefore be related to TMS suppression latencies, thought to also reflect
the arrival of feedback information into early visual cortex. Because we predicted a positive
directional relationship between the two variables, we used one-tailed tests to compare their
relationship. There was a significant positive correlation between peak TMS suppression latency
and phosphene simultaneity SOA, r(5) = 0.68, p = .046, BF10 = 2.85 (see Figure 4.7A). A post-
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hoc Bayesian sequential analysis, used to assess whether sufficient evidence was collected
during sequential data collection, indicated that this correlation was “moderate” after six subjects
but dropped to “anecdotal” after the last subject; this suggests that there is some variability in
this relationship.
Previous studies have demonstrated that TMS visual suppression data follows a quartic
(W-shaped) function, with suppression being maximal in two distinct time windows (Koenig &
Ro, 2018; Ro, 2019) that may reflect different processes, such as the interruption of feedforward
activity in the earlier time window and the interruption of feedback processing in the later
window. As can be observed from Figure 4.6, we could observe this relationship in the subjects
in the present study. To determine whether there were differences in the relationship between
phosphene simultaneity SOA and suppression in each of these two windows, we found the SOA
of peak suppression within the first suppression window (W1) and within the second suppression
window (W2). To do this, we determined the latency of peak suppression for each subject and
then looked for a second local minimum at a preceding or succeeding SOA that was separated
from the peak suppression latency by an increase in target detection, thus forming a W-shaped
curve. The earlier of the two suppression SOAs was considered to be within W1, while the later
SOA was considered to be within W2. The mean latency of W1 was 95.71 ms (SD = 18.35 ms),
while the mean latency of W2 was 117.86 ms (range = 16.04 ms). There was a significant
positive correlation between phosphene simultaneity SOA and both the suppression latency of
W1 (r(5) = 0.78, p = 0.02, BF10 = 5.16) and W2 (r(5) = 0.78, p = .02, BF10 = 5.50), indicating
that subjects with earlier W1 and W2 latencies also had shorter phosphene simultaneity SOAs,
and vice versa (see Figures 4.6B and 4.6 C). Post-hoc Bayesian sequential analyses for both
correlations indicated that there was some variability in the relationships but that the sample size
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was sufficient to demonstrate these effects. The correlation between simultaneity SOA and W1
latency was “extreme” after three subjects, dropped to “moderate” after four subjects, rose to
“very strong” after six subjects, and finally returned to “moderate” after the seventh subject. The
correlation between simultaneity SOA and W2 latency was “strong” after 5 subjects and dropped
to moderate after the seventh subject, suggesting that there was variability in the relationship
across subjects.
Event-related potentials
The earliest visual evoked event-related potential, the C1 component, is thought to reflect the
arrival of visual information into primary visual cortex. To further assess the timing of visual
information processing and perception of visual stimuli, we measured the latency of the C1
component in each subject from the EEG data collected during the phosphene temporal-order
judgement task. The ERPs were extracted by first filtering the raw signal from 0.1 to 30 Hz using
a Butterworth bandpass filter. Eye movement artifacts and blinks were removed from the data
using the infomax ICA algorithm (Bell & Sejnowski, 1995). The EEG data were then epoched
from 100 ms preceding to 100 ms after visual stimulus onset. Trials with artifacts exceeding
±100 µV were excluded from analysis. The epoched data were re-referenced to the common
average reference, and the 100 ms pre-stimulus period was used for baseline correction. To
analyze the early C1 component, EEG data from the longest five SOA conditions (100, 120, 140,
160, and 180 ms) were selected for further analysis and averaged to avoid contamination from
the TMS artifact and resulting phosphene-related activity.
The C1 component typically peaks within 50-90 ms of visual stimulus onset and is
lateralized with the polarity typically largest over parietal and occipital electrodes (Clark et al.,
1994; Hillyard & Anllo-Vento, 1998; Jeffreys & Axford, 1972; Mangun et al., 1993).
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Additionally, the polarity of the C1 component is affected by whether the visual stimulus is
presented in the upper or lower half of the visual field. To address these polarity variations, for
each subject we investigated the parietal and occipital electrodes (P3, P4, O1, and O2)
contralateral to the position of the visual stimulus and identified the largest inflection (positive or
negative) peaking in the time window between 50 and 90 ms post-stimulus. A C1 component
could be identified in all but one subject. The average peak latency of the C1 component across
subjects was 75.20 ms (SD = 13.00 ms). The C1 component averaged across subject and parietal
and occipital electrodes (P3, P4, O1, and O2) can be seen in Figure 4.8; the component was
plotted in the negative direction, so prior to averaging, the EEG activity of subjects with a
positive C1 was inverted.
Although the C1 component is thought to reflect feedforward processes, we also
investigated whether there was a relationship between C1 component latency and simultaneity
SOA across subjects. We found no significant correlation between simultaneity SOA and C1
latency, r(8) = 0.12, p = 0.73. This may suggest that the variability in simultaneity SOA observed
across subjects reflects differences in the speed of feedback processes involved in perception of
the visual stimulus and phosphene, rather than the speed of the initial feedforward sweep into V1
reflected by the C1 latency.
Because several studies have implicated an important role of the P1 component in visual
perception (Klimesch, 2011; Thut et al., 2003), we measured the latency of the P1 component in
each subject. The P1 component is a positive ERP that typically peaks within ~80-130 ms of
visual stimulus onset and is largest contralateral to the visual field in which the stimulus was
presented (Mangun, 1995; Mangun et al., 1993). Because of the time range in which the P1
component peaks, we chose to analyze data from 160 ms and 180 ms SOA trials to avoid
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contamination from the TMS artifact. The P1 component was extracted from each subject from
the occipital electrode contralateral to the stimulus and was defined as the most positive
deflection in the time window from 75-155 ms after the onset of the visual stimulus. The average
peak latency of the P1 component across subjects was 123.40 ms (SD = 16.75 ms). The P1
component averaged across subjects can be seen in Figure 4.9.
We investigated whether there was a relationship between P1 component latency and
simultaneity SOA across subjects. We found no significant correlation between simultaneity
SOA and P1 latency, r(8) = 0.17, p = 0.32, BF10 = 0.56. This suggests that the variability in
simultaneity SOA observed across subjects reflects more than just differences in P1 latency and
may further suggest that phosphene perception bypasses some of the early processes that the P1
component reflects.
Alpha
Recent studies have demonstrated that individual differences in ongoing alpha oscillations drive
differences in the temporal characteristics of perception (Ro, 2019; Samaha & Postle, 2015);
therefore, the variability observed in phosphene duration, simultaneity SOA, and peak
suppression may be explained in part by differences in individual peak alpha frequency. To
investigate this question, we analyzed EEG data from channel Pz, since visual alpha effects have
been found to be large over this region. The data was epoched from -3000 to 0 ms preceding the
onset of the visual stimulus. Eye movements and blinks were removed from the epoched data
using ICA, but otherwise this pre-stimulus data was not pre-processed in order to avoid
distortion of the data. For each epoch, power spectra were computed using a fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) and were log-transformed to reduce the 1/f effect. For each subject, the FFTs
across epochs were averaged and individual peak alpha frequency was defined as the frequency
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of the maximum power deflection in the 7-13 Hz window. The average and individual subject
FFTs from channel Pz can be seen in Figure 4.10. The average peak alpha frequency was 10.60
Hz, and all subjects had a peak within the alpha range (SD = 1.00 Hz).
We investigated whether inter-subject variability in individual peak alpha frequency
might explain the variability seen in some of other temporal variables by computing correlations
between these variables and individual peak alpha frequency. We first investigated the
relationship between perceived phosphene duration and individual peak alpha frequency, given
that differences in the resolution of temporal processing would likely alter the duration of
perception. Previous studies have demonstrated that higher alpha frequencies are associated with
higher resolution of visual perception; as such, we predicted that higher alpha frequencies (faster
alpha) would be associated with shorter phosphene durations and vice versa. Because our
prediction was directional, we used a one-tailed test to assess the relationship between phosphene
duration and peak alpha frequency. A scatterplot of this data can be seen in Figure 4.11A. There
was no significant correlation between phosphene duration and individual peak alpha frequency,
r(9) = .69, p = 0.99, BF10 = 0.14. From looking at Figure 4.11A, it can be seen that there are two
subjects with high individual alpha peak frequencies and unusually long phosphene durations. To
rule out the possibility that these subjects were responsible for the non-significant correlation, we
conducted the analysis with these subjects excluded; the correlation was still not significant (r(7)
= 0.07, p = .58, BF10 = 0.36). Together, these results suggest that phosphene durations did not
vary systematically with differences in peak alpha frequency.
We next investigated the relationship between individual peak alpha frequency and
simultaneity SOA. If differences in alpha reflect differences in the speed of temporal processing,
we would expect to see this reflected in differences in simultaneity SOA. We predicted that there
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would be a negative relationship between peak alpha frequency and simultaneity SOA, such that
subjects with higher (faster) peak alpha frequencies would have earlier simultaneity SOAs,
indicating faster processing, than subjects with lower (slower) peak alpha frequencies. A
scatterplot of this relationship can be seen in Figure 4.11B. Because we predicted that there
would be a negative correlation between simultaneity SOA and alpha frequency, a one-tailed test
was used to assess the relationship. We found a significant negative correlation between
individual peak alpha frequency and simultaneity SOA, r(9) = -0.59, p = .03, BF10 = 3.62,
indicating that subjects with slower alpha peak frequencies (lower frequency) had higher
simultaneity SOAs and vice versa. A post-hoc Bayesian sequential analysis showed that this
relationship was “moderate” after ten subjects, indicating that the sample size was sufficient to
demonstrate this effect.
We also investigated the relationship between individual peak alpha frequency and the
latency of peak TMS suppression in the seven subjects for whom we collected suppression data.
Previous work has suggested that a negative relationship exists between the two variables (Ro,
2019), such that individuals with a faster alpha rhythm (higher peak frequency) also experience
maximum TMS suppression at earlier SOAs than do subjects with slower alpha rhythms (lower
peak frequency). A scatterplot of this relationship can be seen in Figure 4.11C. Because we
predicted that there would be a negative correlation between peak TMS suppression and alpha
frequency, a one-tailed test was used to assess the relationship. We found a significant negative
correlation between peak suppression latency and peak alpha frequency, r(5) = -0.78, p = 0.02,
BF10 = 5.37, supporting previous findings that faster alpha oscillations are associated with earlier
peak TMS suppression and vice versa. A post-hoc Bayesian sequential analysis showed that this
correlation was “moderate” after four subjects, “strong” after six subjects, and dropped back to
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“moderate” after the seventh subject, indicating that there was some variability in the
relationship, but that the sample size was sufficient to demonstrate this effect.
Finally, we investigated whether C1 and P1 latency was related to individual alpha peak
frequency in the ten subjects for whom we were able to measure both ERP components and
alpha peak frequency. There was no significant correlation between individual alpha peak
frequency and C1 latency, r(8) = -0.007, p = 0.98, BF10 = 0.39, or between individual alpha peak
frequency and P1 latency, r(8) = 0.25, p = 0.48, BF10 = 0.48. The absence of a relationship
between these variables is somewhat expected, given that alpha is thought to reflect feedback
processing while the C1 component reflects feedforward processing and the P1 component may
reflect a combination of feedforward and feedback processes as well as processes involved in
increasing signal-to-noise ratio in task-relevant and irrelevant networks (Klimesch, 2011; Ro,
2019).
Approximation of P2 component latencies
Recent research suggests that processing around 200 ms post-stimulus—especially in the
P2 ERP component (Ro, 2019)—may serve as an index of the latency of conscious perception.
The P2 component is a positive deflection in the EEG signal that peaks around 150-275 ms poststimulus. Because of this time frame, it was difficult to identify a P2 to the visual stimulus in this
study without contamination from the TMS pulse and subsequent phosphene-related activity. As
a rough approximation for P2 latency, Ro (2019) suggests that the following equation may
summarize the time to awareness: P1latency + alphaperiod = P2latency. This summary is based on the
findings that P1 latency is not correlated with alpha frequency (which we corroborate above) or
P2 latency, and P2 latency is correlated with both alpha frequency and the difference between P1
and P2 latencies. We will use this equation to approximate P2 latencies for our sample but will
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discuss the implications of the P2 latency in terms of both this approximated latency and
generalized average P2 latencies.
P1 latencies were computed for each subject above. Alpha frequency was converted to
period using the following equation: T = 1/f * 1000, where T = alpha period and f = peak alpha
frequency. Using the summary equation for P2 latency above, we estimated that the average P2
latency for our sample was 219.72 ms (SD = 16.59), which is well within the range of typical P2
latencies (average P2 ≈ 200 ms).
If P2 latency reflects the latency of conscious awareness of a stimulus, then we can use
P2 latencies to determine how much of the phosphene simultaneity SOA reflects processing of
the visual stimulus and how much of the phosphene simultaneity SOA reflects processing related
to phosphene perception. If the simultaneity SOA is roughly equal to the average P2 latency, this
would suggest that the entire latency difference between the visual stimulus and phosphene is
accounted for by the time it takes for the visual stimulus to be consciously perceived. In other
words, simultaneity SOAs equal to P2 latency suggest that the phosphene is perceived
instantaneously, with no additional processing necessary for conscious perception. However,
simultaneity SOAs that are shorter than the average P2 latency suggest that the phosphene needs
to be induced early—before the visual stimulus is consciously perceived—to allow for additional
processing necessary to render the phosphene visible. In this study, the average simultaneity
SOA was 105.50 ms, meaning that the visual stimulus needed to precede the TMS pulse by on
average 105.50 ms in order for the two stimuli to be perceived simultaneously. This simultaneity
SOA is 114.22 ms shorter than the P2 latency estimated for our sample, and 94.5 ms shorter than
the generalized average P2 latency. These results suggest that an additional ~100 ms of
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processing is required after TMS is applied to early visual cortex before a phosphene is
consciously perceived.

Discussion
The main aim of this study was to investigate the temporal dynamics of phosphene perception
and to understand how phosphene perception relates to other temporal variables of perception.
Importantly, we assessed for the first time the latency and duration of conscious phosphene
perception resulting from TMS applied over early visual cortex. We found that phosphene
duration is highly variable, but in all subjects exceeded the actual duration of stimulation,
suggesting that residual after-discharge activity in visual cortex influences the perceived percept.
Furthermore, by comparing simultaneity SOA of a phosphene and phosphene matched-visual
stimulus with other measures of temporal processing, we suggest that phosphene perception
requires an additional ~100 ms of processing before the phosphene is consciously perceived.
Importantly, this simultaneity SOA was correlated with other temporal variables that reflect
feedback processes, such as peak alpha frequency and peak suppression, suggesting that the
temporal dynamics of phosphene perception are similar to that of perception of real visual
stimuli and likely rely upon feedback processes.
We assessed the latency of conscious phosphene perception by comparing simultaneity
SOAs across subjects with both approximated P2 latencies and a generalized average P2 latency.
While estimating P2 latencies was not ideal, contamination of the EEG signal after 180 ms by
the TMS pulse and resulting phosphene signature prevented us from accurately extracting P2
latencies from our data. Nevertheless, the average estimated P2 latency (~219 ms) was very close
to generalized average P2 latencies (~200 ms) and may better reflect the latency given the stimuli
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and subject characteristics in the present study10. By comparing these P2 latencies to the average
simultaneity SOA, we were able to deduce that TMS must be applied ~100 ms before the visual
stimulus is consciously perceived in order for the two stimuli to be perceived simultaneously.
This suggests that the phosphene signal undergoes fairly extensive processing before the
phosphene is consciously perceived.
The ~100 ms latency of conscious phosphene perception bears similarity to the ~100 ms
of feedback processing that occurs after the initial feedforward sweep for real visual stimuli
(Lamme & Roelfsema, 2000; Supèr et al., 2001), and is equal to about one full cycle of a 10 Hz
alpha oscillation. This may suggest that feedback processes play an important role in conscious
phosphene perception. In line with this prediction, we found that temporal variables associated
with feedback processing—individual peak alpha frequency and peak TMS suppression—are
both correlated with phosphene simultaneity SOA. Importantly, simultaneity SOA was not
correlated with indices of early feedforward and sensory-related processing (C1 and P1
component latency), likely because phosphenes evoked by TMS over visual cortex bypass a
large component of the feedforward sweep. Together, these results suggest that the processes
involved in conscious phosphene perception mimic those involved in perception of real visual
stimuli once that information has reached early visual cortex—information is rapidly carried to
higher visual areas before information in recurrent processing loops is fed back to primary visual
cortex, a process which takes approximately 100 ms.
Importantly, however, the relationship between simultaneity SOA and peak alpha
frequency suggests that there is variability in the latency of conscious phosphene perception, and
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However, future studies using longer SOAs or a different paradigm will be useful in clarifying the relationship
between P2 latency and simultaneity SOA/phosphene latency.
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that individuals with faster inherent alpha frequencies may perceive phosphenes earlier than
individuals with slower alpha frequencies. This is consistent with findings using real visual
stimuli (Ro, 2019), which again suggests that there are extensive similarities between the
processes involved in phosphene perception and those involved in the perception of real visual
stimuli. Furthermore, since peak alpha frequency is not static, but rather can change with sensory
and task conditions (Benwell et al., 2019; Haegens et al., 2014; Hülsdünker et al., 2016; Webster
& Ro, 2017; Wutz et al., 2018), we suggest that the time course of phosphene perception may
vary inter- and intra-individually as conditions change.
Not only do we demonstrate relationships between temporal measures of feedback
processing and phosphene latency, but we also corroborate recent results showing relationships
between measures of feedback processing and the alpha rhythm. Ro (2019) demonstrated that
individual peak alpha frequency is highly correlated with the individual peak TMS suppression
latency—which we replicated here—and latency of the P2 ERP component, both thought to
reflect feedback processes. Furthermore, we demonstrate in our data two windows of optimal
TMS suppression, corroborating recent results that there may be multiple windows of
suppression (Koenig & Ro, 2018; Ro, 2019). While the latencies observed for W1 and W2 here
are slightly later than those observed by Koenig and Ro, they do fall within windows of
suppression reported elsewhere (Corthout et al., 1999; Miller, Fendrich, Eliassen, Demirel, &
Gazzaniga, 1996; Thut et al., 2003). These results suggest that there may be many possible
windows of suppression (Corthout, Hallett, & Cowey, 2003; Corthout, Uttl, Juan, Hallett, &
Cowey, 2000; Corthout et al., 1998) which may vary based on subject or stimulus characteristics
or the mechanism used to induce suppression. Nevertheless, these results collectively give
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support to the idea that alpha plays an important role in feedback processing for conscious visual
perception.
To date, there has not been an investigation of the duration of phosphene perception from
TMS over visual cortex. Microstimulation studies of visual cortex suggest that perceived
phosphene duration may slightly outlive the duration of stimulation (Pollen, 1975; Schmidt et al.,
1996), whereas electrical stimulation studies of the retina indicated that perception matches the
actual duration of stimulation (Humayun et al., 2003). In the present study, we found that
phosphenes evoked from TMS of visual cortex were significantly longer in duration than the
actual duration of stimulation. In fact, all perceived phosphene durations exceeded the duration
of stimulation by at least 40 µs, therefore overestimating the duration by at least 1.5x. This
finding is not unexpected given that studies have demonstrated that the induced effects of submillisecond TMS pulses over visual cortex can resonate or persist within visual areas for up to
100 ms (Thut et al., 2003). While phosphene durations did not approach this magnitude, these
findings nevertheless suggest that the perceptual effects of TMS are determined by more than
just the pulse itself.
Based on other studies showing that individual peak alpha frequency can influence the
duration of perception (Cecere et al., 2015; Samaha & Postle, 2015), we expected to find a
negative relationship between peak alpha frequency and phosphene duration. However, there
was no significant correlation between the two variables. This may be due in part to the fact that
there was far more variability observed in phosphene duration estimations than might be
expected from individual differences in alpha peak frequency—phosphene duration estimations
ranged all the way from 110 µs to 9 ms. These differences in estimated duration could not be
explained by differences in TMS intensity or brightness of the visual stimulus, suggesting that
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variability in duration perception may not have been related to stimulus parameters. Part of the
variability may be explained by difficulty in making phosphene duration estimations. Both the
visual stimuli and phosphenes were generally quite brief in duration, likely making it difficult to
assess small differences between the two stimuli—a process which some subjects may have been
better at than others. This is complicated by the fact that visual information entering the eye is
temporally summated over short time durations in relation to stimulus luminance (Anglin &
Mansfield, 1968), thus making comparison between cortically-induced phosphenes and real
visual stimuli difficult. Other perceptual differences between the two stimuli may have also
contributed to difficulty in estimating phosphene duration. In particular, we were not able to
measure or match the perceptual onset and offset of the visual stimulus and phosphene stimuli.
Do phosphenes appear suddenly at full intensity, or does the percept fade into existence?
Likewise, do phosphenes disappear rapidly or do they fade more slowly into the surrounding
visual field? These properties weren’t measured and thus, and it is possible that they were not
well-matched with the LED visual stimulus. This could have contributed to difficulty and
variability in making phosphene duration judgements. Alternatively, while variability in
phosphene duration could not be explained by differences in stimulus brightness or stimulation
intensity alone, it’s possible that a complex interaction between visual stimulus brightness,
stimulation intensity, and other factors could explain differences in phosphene duration across
subjects.
In addition to measuring these temporal characteristics of phosphene perception, we were
also able to measure a number of descriptive characteristics regarding phosphene appearance in
an objective way. By matching phosphene brightness and asking subjects to draw their
phosphene, we were able to systematically obtain measures of phosphene brightness, size, and
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shape. We found that there was remarkable variability in perception across subjects.
Interestingly, none of these variables were related to stimulation parameters. In other words,
stronger TMS wasn’t associated with brighter or larger phosphenes, and vice versa. This is
somewhat at odds with other studies that have demonstrated, for example, that phosphene
brightness could be altered by stimulation intensity (Schmidt et al., 1996). This discrepancy may
be because we were comparing across subjects, not within subjects, and our method of
determining optimal TMS intensity ensured that phosphenes were maximally visible for all
subjects. Additional research into the effects of stimulation intensity on judgements of
phosphene size and brightness studied within-subjects may help clarify whether phosphene
appearance is altered by stimulation parameters.

Conclusions
The main goal of this study was to gain a better understanding of the temporal dynamics of
phosphene perception. We show that many characteristics of phosphene perception are highly
variable across subjects, such as the latency and duration of phosphene perception and the
appearance of induced phosphenes. This variability may reflect differences in region of
stimulation across subjects; differences in the geometry of visual cortex and in the extent of
activation may contribute to many of the subjective differences in perception observed here.
Nevertheless, phosphenes appear to be evoked through the same processes involved in
perception of real visual stimuli. We provide evidence that feedback processing and the ongoing
alpha rhythm play an important role in the time course of conscious phosphene perception.
Based on the relationship between alpha peak frequency and phosphene perception, however, we
suggest that like perception of real visual stimuli, the timing of phosphene perception is likely
flexible not only across individuals, but within the same individuals across changing conditions.
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Figure 4.1. Stimulus presentation board for the phosphene procedures. Pictured at the center of
the board is a constant green LED which served as a fixation point. To the upper left of the
fixation point is a phosphene-matched drawing which serves as a mask for the visual stimulus
LED behind it. The mask’s shape and position have been matched to the shape and position of
the perceived phosphene by the subject.

Figure 4.2. Schematic depictions of the phosphene temporal-order judgement (A) and visual
suppression (B) tasks. A) Stimuli and procedures for the phosphene temporal-order judgement
task. Following fixation, a visual stimulus matched in appearance to each subject’s phosphene
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for a duration pre-determined to match the phosphene duration. Following the onset of the visual
stimulus, a TMS pulse was delivered at an SOA between 0-180 ms (91% of trials), or no TMS
pulse was delivered (9% of trials). After this, subjects indicated whether they perceived the
visual stimulus or phosphene first. B) Stimuli and procedures for the TMS visual suppression
task. Following fixation, a small horizontal or vertical line was presented to the right or left of
fixation (depending on the location of the subject’s phosphene). A TMS pulse was delivered at
an SOA between 55-155 ms following the onset of the visual stimulus. Subjects indicated
whether or not they perceived the line.

Figure 4.3. Phosphene drawings. Each panel represents the drawing of a representative
phosphene for each subject. These drawings were used as phosphene masks in the temporalorder judgement procedure.
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Figure 4.4. Phosphene locations. Each panel represents the perceived phosphene location for
each subject based on where the subject placed the phosphene-matched visual stimulus on the
stimulus presentation board. Green dots indicate the fixation point on the stimulus presentation
board.
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Figure 4.5. Proportion of phosphene first trials across SOAs. SOAs refer to the time in between
the onset of the visual stimulus and the TMS, with the visual stimulus leading. Each colored line
on the left represents the responses of one subject; the bold black line on the left represents the
psychometric curve fit to the average data. The 50% point on the psychometric curve fit to the
average data, the simultaneity point, refers to the SOA at which the visual stimulus and
phosphene appear simultaneously. The panels on the right show the same individual subject data
with psychometric curves fit individually per subject. (N = 11)
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Figure 4.6. Visual cortex suppression from TMS across SOAs. Colored lines represent the visual
suppression functions from each subject; the thicker black line represents the mean visual
suppression function across subjects. The arrowhead indicates the mean peak suppression
latency. (A) The raw data from each subject. (B) Subject data re-aligned to 95 ms, the SOA
closest to the mean peak suppression latency. Target detection at this SOA was significantly
reduced compared to the preceding and succeeding SOAs, as indicated by asterisks. * p < .05. **
p < .01. (N = 7)
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Figure 4.7. The relationship between TMS suppression latency and phosphene simultaneity
SOA. Colored points represent data from individual subjects; the same color coding is used
across all three panels. Black lines indicate regression lines fit to the data. (A) There is a
marginally significant positive correlation between peak TMS suppression latency and
phosphene simultaneity SOA. (B) There is significant positive correlation between the latency of
the first TMS suppression window and phosphene simultaneity SOA. (C) There is a significant
positive relationship between the latency of the second TMS suppression window and phosphene
simultaneity SOA. (N = 7)
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Figure 4.8. ERP responses to the visual stimulus in the phosphene temporal-order judgement
task. The gray shadow indicates the within-subjects SE (Cousineau, 2005; Morey, 2008); the
dashed line indicates the mean peak latency of the C1 ERP component. The C1 component is
lateralized, with a larger polarity over parietal and occipital electrodes, and is directionally
dependent on whether the visual stimulus was presented in the upper or lower half of visual field.
As a result, we analyzed parietal and occipital electrodes contralateral to the stimulation side (P3,
P4, O1, and O2) for each subject. EEG activity from subjects with a positive C1 were inverted
prior to subject averaging, to remove the variability in polarity. (N = 10)
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Figure 4.9. ERP responses to the visual stimulus in the phosphene temporal-order judgement
task. Note that a different subset of trials (160 and 180 ms SOAs) are plotted here than in Figure
4.8 The gray shadow indicates the within-subjects SE; the dashed line indicates the mean peak
latency of the P1 ERP component. The P1 component is lateralized, with a larger polarity over
occipital electrodes. As a result, we analyzed occipital electrodes contralateral to the stimulation
side (O1 and O2) for each subject. (N = 10)
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Figure 4.10. FFTs from channel Pz across subjects. Each colored line represents the FFT from
one subject, while the black line represents the average across subjects. The alpha window (7-13
Hz) is shaded in grey. Dashed lines indicate the peak frequency for each subject and for the
average across subjects. As can be seen, all subjects show a peak within the alpha range. (N =
11)
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Figure 4.11. Individual peak alpha frequency and its relationship to temporal parameters of
perception. Colored points represent data from individual subjects, and black lines indicate
regression lines fit to the data. (A) The predicted negative relationship between peak alpha
frequency and phosphene duration was not demonstrated in the data. As can be seen, the
relationship depicted by the black regression line is largely driven by the two subjects in olive
and purple who have high peak frequencies and unusually long phosphene durations. With these
two subjects removed from the analysis, it is clear that there is no systematic relationship
between individual alpha peak frequency and phosphene duration (indicated by the grey
regression line). (B) There is a significant negative relationship between individual peak alpha
frequency and phosphene simultaneity SOA. (C) There is a significant negative relationship
between individual peak alpha frequency and peak TMS suppression latency. (Nduration = 11;
Nsimultaneity = 11; Nsuppression = 7)
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Chapter 5
General Discussion
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The goal of this thesis was to characterize the spatial and temporal characteristics of phosphene
perception. In Chapter 2 we explored whether phosphenes could be evoked with a neural locus
distal to the stimulation site by probing whether stimulation over even a non-visual area, the
vertex, could induce perception. Rather than suggesting that this non-visual area is an
independent generator of perception, the correlation between vertex phosphene perception and
head circumference supports the idea that stimulation of higher visual and non-visual areas may
evoke percepts through direct or indirect stimulation of early visual areas. We corroborate and
expand upon this finding in Chapter 3, in which we demonstrate that these percepts likely arise
from induced activity in a subcortical visual structure by showing that phosphene thresholds
from frontal stimulation are lower than those from visual cortical stimulation and that ERPs
evoked from frontal stimulation are delayed relative to those evoked by visual cortical
stimulation. These experiments emphasize the critical role of early visual structures, rather than
later ones, in generating perception. In Chapter 4, we explored how the temporal dynamics of
phosphene perception related to other temporal visual characteristics. We demonstrate that
phosphene perception is not instantaneous, but rather requires additional feedforward and
feedback processing. Furthermore, we show that the latency of phosphene perception is highly
correlated with other temporal aspects of visual processing, such as the latency of peak TMS
suppression and individual alpha peak frequency. Importantly, we demonstrate that temporal
processing of visual information is highly variable across individuals and may be explained by
differences in the speed of ongoing alpha oscillations. Together, our experiments fill an
important gap in knowledge about the most fundamental characteristics of phosphene perception
and suggest that processing involved in conscious phosphene perception is not dissimilar from
that involved in the processing of real visual stimuli.
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Spatial generators of perception
While the importance of early visual areas in perception is clear, whether higher visual structures
are capable of generating perception remains the subject of debate. Studies using both invasive
and non-invasive stimulation of higher visual areas, such as area MT, FFA, and PPA have
demonstrated that percepts can be induced by stimulation of higher visual areas. Whether these
percepts are generated entirely within these regions is unclear, but studies of motion perception
in area MT suggest that perception of even higher-level stimulus characteristics is dependent on
induced activity in primary visual cortex (Pascual-Leone & Walsh, 2001; Silvanto, Cowey,
Lavie, & Walsh, 2005). However, several studies have claimed that stimulation of parietal
regions, such as the intraparietal sulcus (IPS), is also capable of generating percepts (Bagattini et
al., 2015; Fried et al., 2011; Marzi et al., 2009; Mazzi et al., 2014; Samaha et al., 2017)—with
some authors claiming that this process is independent of any contributions of primary visual
cortex. If these claims are true, they would drastically reshape our understanding of the processes
underlying conscious visual perception, as well as offer therapeutic opportunities for restoration
of vision after visual cortex damage.
However, one of the caveats to non-invasive stimulation techniques is that the effects are
not entirely focal, and these parietal regions are located in close proximity to early visual
structures. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that stimulation of the IPS induces activity in
early visual cortex (Parks et al., 2015). Therefore, in Chapter 2, we sought to determine whether
stimulation of even a non-visual area could induce perception through direct or indirect
stimulation of visual areas distal to the stimulation site. By demonstrating that phosphene
perception over the vertex (which is also in close proximity to IPS) is highly correlated with head
circumference, we lend support to the idea that TMS can alter perception by affecting distal
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visual regions. By testing additional stimulation sites, we were able to show that vertex TMS
likely induces perception by targeting an anteriorvisual structure. In Chapter 3, we provide
further evidence that frontal TMS targets an early subcortical visual structure. Based on
threshold differences and latency differences in the P3 component, coupled with the location of
stimulation and known anatomical asymmetries, we were able to conclude that frontal TMS
likely targets the optic nerve—a finding that was previously suggested by Meyer et al. (1991)
using a different stimulation site.
Together, these results indicate that while percepts can be induced invasively and noninvasively from stimulation of a variety of early and late visual areas, all percepts likely arise
through induced activity in early visual cortex. However, the finding that frontal or even vertex
stimulation can target structures outside of visual cortex suggests opportunities for studying
visual processing and perception in new ways non-invasively. To our knowledge, the vast
majority of TMS studies of visual perception have not intentionally attempted to target an early
visual structure such as the retina, optic nerve, or LGN. Chapter 3 provides converging evidence
that the optic nerve can be targeted through frontal stimulation. Further exploration of optimal
stimulation sites may reveal whether other early visual structures, like the retina or lateral
geniculate nucleus, can evoke phosphenes through TMS. While prior attempts to stimulate the
retina using TMS have been unsuccessful (B. U. Meyer et al., 1991; Webster & Ro, 2017),
stimulation of the retina using electrical stimulation and alternating magnetic fields has been
shown to induce phosphenes (Barlow et al., 1947b; Brindley, 1955; Walsh et al., 1946).
Additional research into the effects of changing stimulation parameters and stimulation sites may
be successful in targeting this and other subcortical visual areas. In addition to providing a tool
with which to understand visual processing throughout the visual system, stimulation of these
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different visual structures may prove to be a valuable therapeutic tool for improving vision after
damage to the visual system (Gall et al., 2015; Sabel et al., 2011; Sehic et al., 2016).
The vertex as a control site for TMS studies of visual perception
The vertex is commonly used as a control site in TMS studies of visual perception because the
region is presumably visually neutral. Our results from Chapter 2 demonstrate that this
presumption is not always true—in some subjects, particularly those with smaller heads,
perceptual effects can be elicited from this supposedly neutral area. Schaeffner and Welchman
(2017) noted in a study of phosphene perception across different stimulation sites that some
subjects indicated perceiving phosphenes after vertex stimulation; these subjects were
subsequently excluded from analysis. These findings begin to suggest that this issue of eliciting
behavioral effects from stimulation of a control site—often thought to be indicative of
problematic or biased subjects—may actually reflect a methodological issue with using the
vertex as a control site in TMS studies of visual perception. Additional research into alternative
control sites and sham conditions may reveal a more appropriate control for visual perception
studies.
While many factors influence stimulation focality, among the most influential variables
are coil size and geometry. Most common commercial coils are either circular or a figure-ofeight shape. For any coil geometry, the cortical site of activation is presumed to be the area
where the induced electrical field is strongest (Wassermann et al., 1996). For circular coils, this
area of maximal stimulation is ring shaped, in correspondence with the circular winding inside
the coil. Figure-of-eight coils, on the other hand, are constructed from two circular windings
through which current flows in opposite directions. The area of maximal induced electrical field
is in the center, where the two windings meet while current is flowing in the same direction. This
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yields a more focal area of stimulation (L. G. Cohen et al., 1990; Deng, Lisanby, & Peterchev,
2013; Rösler, Hess, Heckmann, & Ludin, 1989; Ueno, Tashiro, & Harada, 1988), indicating that
circular coils can potentially stimulate a much larger region of cortex. Coil size also plays an
important role in determining the focality of activation, with smaller coils producing a smaller
region of stimulation than larger coils (Deng et al., 2013; Grandori & Ravazzani, 1991; Rösler et
al., 1989). These factors can interact with each other, such that a figure-of-eight coil with small
windings can stimulate a much more localized region than a large circular coil. Therefore, coil
size and geometry may be an important consideration when using the vertex as a control site for
visual perception studies. In Chapter 2, however, a figure-of-eight coil was used and percepts
were nonetheless induced in some subjects, suggesting that even this more focal coil produced
more widespread behavioral effects. Furthermore, the behavioral or cognitive effect being
studied may restrict which coil sizes and geometries can be used. Therefore, careful
consideration of coil choice may not be sufficient to effectively use the vertex as a control site.
Additional research into the geometry of the electric field induced by different coil
orientations may be useful in identifying an effective control site for visual perception studies.
Even when using the same stimulation site, the orientation of the stimulating coil with respect to
the anatomy of the underlying cortex can have a large impact on the behavioral effects elicited.
Research has demonstrated that electric field strength is greatly enhanced when currents are
induced perpendicular to the local gyrus orientation (Opitz, Windhoff, Heidemann, Turner, &
Thielscher, 2011; Thielscher, Opitz, & Windhoff, 2011). This has been corroborated by studies
of TMS over motor cortex, which suggest that there is an optimal coil orientation for producing
threshold motor response (Balslev, Braet, McAllister, & Miall, 2007; Kammer, Beck, Puls,
Roether, & Thielscher, 2003; Kammer, Beck, Thielscher, Laubis-Herrmann, & Topka, 2001).
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Behavioral responses can be elicited from non-optimal coil orientations, but this generally
requires a more intense stimulation, which may lead to less focal activation. With respect to the
results presented here, the coil orientation used for vertex and frontal stimulation may have been
optimal for inducing phosphenes with an early visual structure locus. Additional research into the
effects of different coil orientations on visual perception from stimulation over frontal cortex and
the vertex may elucidate whether there are conditions in which these locations are viable as
control sites for visual perception studies.
Alternatives to an active control site include a variety of sham conditions, intended to
mimic the non-specific effects of TMS without altering brain function. Some of these sham
conditions involve using an active TMS coil in an alternative orientation, tilting the coil away
from the head, or even lifting the coil off the head completely; these conditions can mimic the
tactile and auditory effects of the TMS pulse without optimally targeting the brain region of
interest. However, recent research has demonstrated that nevertheless, some of these sham
conditions may be active and capable of eliciting behavioral responses (Loo et al., 2000).
Alternative sham conditions involve the use of sham coils, which are inactive coils that may
mimic the auditory effects of TMS but do not replicate the scalp and muscle sensations of a true
TMS coil. These sham coils may not be an ideal sham as subjects likely can detect the difference
in stimulation between active and sham conditions. Additional research into convincing sham
coils and/or coil placements that mimic the non-specific effects of TMS without altering brain
activity are necessary. For now, we recommend using the vertex as a control site for studies of
visual perception with extreme caution and suggest monitoring for behavioral effects over this
stimulation site before making comparisons with active stimulation conditions.
Temporal dynamics of perception
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How and when consciousness arises is the topic of active debate in the fields of philosophy and
neuroscience. While the time course of conscious perception is far from resolved, major theories
of consciousness agree that processing of sensory stimuli takes time, and therefore perception is
not instantaneous. In the visual system in particular, visual information is processed extensively
in the retina before traveling onwards towards visual cortex. Research has demonstrated that the
initial feedforward sweep of information from the retina to visual cortex and higher-level visual
areas occurs within the first 100 ms of stimulus processing. However, studies of TMS
suppression and visual masking suggest that this feedforward sweep is insufficient for visual
awareness. TMS or masking stimuli applied approximately 100 ms after visual stimulus onset—a
time period thought to reflect the arrival of feedback information into early visual cortex—have
been demonstrated to suppress the visual information from awareness (Corthout et al., 1999; de
Graaf et al., 2012; Enns, 2004; Pascual-Leone & Walsh, 2001; Ro, 2019; Ro et al., 2003; Tapia
& Beck, 2014). Therefore, feedback processing has been proposed to play a critical role in
conscious awareness. Several recent studies have suggested that neural activity occurring ~200
ms post-stimulus is associated with perceptual awareness (Koivisto & Grassini, 2016; Ro, 2019),
suggesting that the feedback processes occurring with the 100 ms after the initial feedforward
sweep are necessary for conscious perception.
Recent research suggests that the alpha rhythm plays an important role in both
consciousness and feedback processes. For example, both alpha power (Ergenoglu et al., 2004;
Hanslmayr et al., 2007; Romei et al., 2008, 2010; Thut et al., 2006, 2011) and phase (Ai & Ro,
2014; Jaegle & Ro, 2014; Mathewson et al., 2009) play a critical role in subsequent stimulus
detection. Furthermore, the alpha rhythm is correlated with other measures of feedback
processing, including the latency of peak suppression and the P2 ERP component (Ro, 2019).
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This relationship may be causal; microstimulation studies have demonstrated that stimulation of
higher visual areas induces alpha activity in feedback layers of V1, suggesting a tightly coupled
relationship between feedback processing and alpha oscillations.
In Chapter 4, we assessed the role of feedforward and feedback processes in conscious
perception of phosphenes by comparing variables related to feedforward processes (C1 and P1
ERP latencies) and variables related to feedback processing (alpha oscillatory frequency and
peak TMS suppression). We found that phosphene simultaneity SOA, an index of the time
course of phosphene perception, was significantly correlated with both measures of feedback
processing, suggesting that feedback processes play an important role in this measure of latency.
Furthermore, we demonstrated that phosphene awareness requires an additional ~100 ms of
processing after stimulation by comparing phosphene simultaneity SOA with measures of P2
latency. This time frame is very similar to time frames of feedback processing for visual stimuli
(Lamme & Roelfsema, 2000; Supèr et al., 2001), and interestingly, is approximately equal to one
alpha period at 10 Hz. These findings suggest that feedback processing is an important and
critical component of conscious phosphene perception. Interestingly, we did not find a
significant relationship between C1 or P1 latency, thought to reflect (at least in part) feedforward
processes. This lack of a significant relationship may be unsurprising given that phosphene
induction over visual cortex likely bypasses a large portion of feedforward processing time.
Together, these results add to a growing body of literature that indicate that feedback processing
is a necessary component of conscious visual perception.
Individual differences in perception
A pervasive theme across this dissertation is that visual perception is highly variable across
individuals. In Chapter 2, we demonstrated that perception of phosphenes from vertex TMS
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varied across subjects. In Chapter 3, we measured phosphene thresholds from frontal and visual
cortex TMS and found variability not only in thresholds across stimulation sites, but also across
individuals and adaptation conditions. Some of this variability can be explained by anatomical
differences. For example, variability in vertex phosphene perception can largely be explained by
differences in head size, with subjects with smaller heads being more likely to experience
phosphenes from vertex TMS than subjects with larger heads. Head size may reflect differences
in underlying brain anatomy, such as visual cortex size. Differences in anatomy may also
contribute to differences in phosphene thresholds observed across subjects and stimulation sites.
Skull thickness and orientation of the visual cortex with respect to the TMS coil, for example,
can make phosphenes harder to induce. Additionally, dynamic changes such as changes in alpha
power can affect the ease of inducing phosphenes across and within subjects (Ergenoglu et al.,
2004; Hanslmayr et al., 2007).
In the temporal domain, peak alpha frequency has been demonstrated to cause variability
in perception. For example, the speed of ongoing alpha oscillations is associated with perceptual
duration (Cecere et al., 2015; Samaha et al., 2017), with faster alpha rhythms being associated
with higher temporal resolution and shorter stimulus durations. Peak alpha frequency can not
only explain temporal perceptual differences across individuals, but also within the same
individuals as a consequence of changing sensory conditions or task demands (Benwell et al.,
2019; Haegens et al., 2014; Hülsdünker et al., 2016; Webster & Ro, under revision; Wutz et al.,
2018). In Chapter 4, we demonstrated that individual peak alpha frequency was significantly
correlated with phosphene simultaneity SOA, suggesting that individuals with faster alpha
rhythms perceived phosphenes earlier and vice versa. This suggests that the time course of
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phosphene perception is flexible and may therefore lengthen or shorten depending on task and
stimulus conditions.
Together, these results suggest that phosphene perception—and visual perception more
generally—is highly variable across individuals. As we endeavor to better understand the
processes underlying perception, attention should be afforded to the variables that can explain
differences in perception across and within individuals. Gaining a better understanding of the
interplay between external stimulus parameters and internal dynamic variables may help clarify
the complicated nature of visual perception and ultimately offer possibilities for more
realistically simulating vision in rehabilitative and restorative devices.
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Appendix
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TMS artifact removal method
To optimally remove the artifact without simultaneously introducing artifacts at the artifact window
endpoints, we replaced the artifact data with pre-stimulus data that was similar to the ongoing signal
before and after the artifact window. This was done by finding two local maxima in the pre-stimulus data:
one in a window 100-80 ms before the onset of the TMS trigger and the second in a window 60-40 ms
before the onset of the TMS trigger. This allowed us to capture an oscillatory window that was
sufficiently long to cover the duration of the TMS artifact, and the data between these two windows
(hereafter the “sample data”) was used to replace the TMS artifact. A local maximum reflecting a peak in
the oscillatory signal just prior to the onset of the TMS was then found within a window 15-5 ms
preceding the TMS trigger. The data from the sampled oscillatory window was then inserted at the preTMS peak. This method of artifact removal minimizes any smearing of the TMS artifact into the
surrounding data and minimizes any induced artifacts that occur at the endpoints of the replaced data,
unlike traditional methods of artifact removal like linear interpolation. In some subjects and electrodes,
small artifacts were introduced at the endpoints of the artifact removal after filtering, but these artifacts
were smaller than with any other artifact removal procedure tested and these time windows were not
analyzed.
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